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Introduction

The subject of landscape was recurrent in Abstract Expressionism. Either through visual
interpretation or in titles, this genre appears in nearly all of the Abstract Expressionist artists’
works. In particular, landscape subjects reoccur often in the work of Arshile Gorky (1904-1948),
Jackson Pollock (1912-1956), Willem de Kooning (1904-1997), Mark Rothko (1903-1970), and
Helen Frankenthaler (1928-2011).
Numerous museum and gallery exhibitions, dating from 1958 up to 2020, have explored
this topic. Scholars first acknowledged the occurrence of landscapes in this body of work in the
1958 exhibition at the Whitney Museum of American Art, Nature in Abstraction: The Relation
of Abstract Painting and Sculpture to Nature in Twentieth-Century American Art. Another
landmark exhibition on this topic came in 1976 during the celebration of the United States’
Bicentennial. The Museum of Modern Art held an exhibition The Natural Paradise: Painting in
America, 1800-1950, which explored the history of landscape painting in the United States and
drew parallels between Abstract Expressionists like Rothko and Pollock, and nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century American artists, particularly Thomas Cole (1801-1848), Frederic Edwin
Church (1826-1900), Albert Bierstadt (1830-1920), Albert Pinkham Ryder (1847-1917), John
Marin (1870-1953), Marsden Hartley (1877-1943), Milton Avery (1885-1965), and Arthur Dove
(1880-1946). More recently, there have been a few publications and exhibitions that have
examined the references to landscapes in the work of specific Abstract Expressionists, such as
the Clark Art Institute’s 2017 exhibition, As in Nature: Helen Frankenthaler Paintings, the 2017
publication of Ardent Nature: Arshile Gorky Landscapes 1943-47, David Zwirner Gallery’s 2019
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show, Joan Mitchell: I carry my landscapes around with me, and the Mnuchin Gallery’s 2020
exhibition, Church & Rothko: Sublime.
Some of the most notable critics and scholars of the genre, Harold Rosenberg and
Clement Greenberg, have argued that subject matter is not present in Abstract Expressionist
artists’ work and that this oeuvre is not meant to have a literal interpretation. Any reference to
subject matter is merely coincidental; or, as other critics like Sidney Tillim, Thomas Hess, and
Amy Goldin have suggested, it is not the intention of the artist and therefore any interpretation of
a subject is trivial. Abstract Expressionism is about the act of creating. Viewers should focus
their interest on the medium – the flatness of the canvas, the gestural brushstrokes, and the
emotional connection to color. Scholars and critics like John I. H. Baur and Elaine de Kooning,
however, argued that Abstract Expressionists worked from their environment and therefore
landscapes were an unavoidable subject of their work.
Typically, critics, scholars, and even the artists themselves have credited European
Modernists such as Henri Matisse (1869-1954) and Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) for inspiring their
style. While all of the Abstract Expressionist artists were indeed influenced by the European
avant-garde, there is much more to the story. The emotional impact of landscape on the viewer
has a particular root in American art. The nineteenth-century Hudson River School painters
grounded their work in landscape to highlight the beauty of the natural American scenery. The
late nineteenth and early twentieth century American Modernists would continue to look to the
natural world as a bridge to abstraction. It is plausible to suggest that the Abstract Expressionist
artists may not have been aware of the Hudson River School, since interest in the genre largely
dropped at the turn of the twentieth century and did not pick up again until the mid-twentieth
century. It is highly unlikely, however, that the Abstract Expressionists were unfamiliar with the
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American Modernists since some artists, like Rothko, exhibited alongside modernists, such as
Avery. When we look at the specific references to landscapes in the work of the Abstract
Expressionists, particularly Rothko, Pollock, Frankenthaler, Robert Motherwell (1915-1991),
Barnett Newman (1905-1970), Adolph Gottlieb (1903-1974), and Theodoros Stamos (19221997), their connection to the preceding American generations of artists becomes much more
pronounced.
It is important, of course, to look to the work itself. Some of the major artists of this
movement – Gorky, Pollock, de Kooning, Rothko, and Frankenthaler–painted landscapes at
various times throughout their careers. Abstract Expressionists aimed to capture movement,
evoke emotion and form through color, and, in many cases, create a sense of environment by
painting on large-scale canvases. Perhaps it was inevitable, therefore, that landscapes would so
often become the subject of their work. Artists, like Gorky and Frankenthaler, did look to nature,
others, such as Pollock, claimed that they only sought inspiration from within themselves. These
artists all had different approaches to their art and different expectations when it came to
interpretation. Additionally, these artists were inspired by their environment. Many, like Gorky,
Pollock, and de Kooning, moved out of New York City and into the rural areas of Virginia,
Connecticut, and Long Island. This change in their environment often affected their work as they
began to paint the elements found in their surroundings. Ultimately, there seem to be too many
instances of landscape subjects among these Abstract Expressionists to ignore.
This thesis demonstrates that landscape subjects were a shared theme among a group of
artists who otherwise did not have many common traits. Even if these representations of
landscapes are unintentional, they can still be identified; dismissing them entirely could lead to
an overly simplistic understanding of this style of painting. If we pay closer attention to these
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subjects, we arrive at a more thorough appreciation of the achievements of Abstract
Expressionism and its place within the canon of American art.

4

Chapter One: Exploring the Relationship between Landscape Subjects and
Abstract Expressionism
Many of the Abstract Expressionists’ paintings, drawings, and sculptures made visual reference
to land, city, and seascapes. Often, artists titled these works with references to specific places or
aspects in nature. Scholarship, however, has often overlooked or lessened the prevalence of
landscape subjects in Abstract Expressionism. Harold Rosenberg and Clement Greenberg, the
two leading critics of Abstract Expressionism, set a precedent in the early fifties as to how this
oeuvre should be interpreted. Abstract Expressionism was about the act of painting, and it was
not meant to have a narrative. Notably, however, Elaine de Kooning’s 1955 ARTnews article,
“Subject: What, How, or Who?,” argued that for Abstract Expressionist artists the prevalence of
nature is unavoidable.1 John I. H. Baur’s 1958 exhibition at the Whitney Museum of American
Art, Nature in Abstraction: The Relation of Abstract Painting and Sculpture to Nature in
Twentieth-Century American Art, was the first one to focus on this subject matter in Abstract
Expressionism.
Nature in Abstraction centered on the direct and indirect nods to the environment
throughout abstract art. Baur’s thesis, however, defied the established mode for interpreting this
style. Critical response to the exhibition suffered due to Rosenberg and Greenberg’s more
prominent theories, and the exhibition was seen as undermining the purpose of abstract work. A
few years after the Whitney exhibition, Robert Rosenblum revisited the subject of landscape
painting in Abstract Expressionism with his 1961 ARTnews article, “The Abstract Sublime.” In
this essay, Rosenblum compared Mark Rothko (1903-1970), Jackson Pollock (1912-1956),
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Elaine de Kooning, “Subject: What, How, or Who?” in The Spirit of Abstract Expressionism: Selected Writings
(New York: George Braziller, 1994), 148.
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Clyfford Still (1904-1980), and Barnett Newman (1905-1970), to the nineteenth-century
Romantic painters.
This argument was reignited in the following decade. Excitement over the United States’
Bicentennial brought about an interest in the trajectory of landscape painting from the Hudson
River School artists to the American modernists through to the Abstract Expressionists. The
Museum of Modern Art’s 1976 exhibition The Natural Paradise: Painting in America, 18001950, used the treatment of landscape subjects as the major connection between nineteenthcentury American Painting and Abstract Expressionism. In the same year, Art in America’s
“American Landscape Issue” focused on the subject of landscapes among nineteenth-century
American Painting, Abstract Expressionism, and mid-twentieth-century Photography. Amy
Goldin’s “Abstract Expressionism, No Man’s Landscape” was the only article that discussed
Abstract Expressionist landscapes. Goldin returned to Rosenberg and Greenberg’s sentiments
and argued that the presence of a landscape subject should not be taken literally and does not
reflect an interest in nature.
Within the last five years, scholars have returned to this debate. William C. Agee,
Alexandra Schwartz, Christina Kee, Saskia Spender, Edith Devaney, Suzanne Perling Hudson,
Robert Slifkin, and John Wilmerding have all published scholarship that grapples with the
Abstract Expressionists’ connection to nature and its subsequent place in the trajectory of
landscape subjects within American Art. David Anfam organized the most recent retrospective
on the genre, aptly titled Abstract Expressionism, for London’s Royal Academy of Arts in 2016.
Anfam’s show explored many aspects of this movement and touched upon the tendency for
artists such as Pollock and Arshile Gorky (1904-1948) to recreate their environment through
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their choices in color and line. Looking back on this body of work, the references to landscapes
seem to be overwhelming and it is difficult to dismiss them as completely fortuitous.
Rosenberg wrote the groundbreaking article “The American Action Painters” for
ARTnews magazine in January 1952. It was in this article that Rosenberg coined the term “action
painting.” The purpose of Rosenberg’s article was to define this new group of American abstract
artists and their approach to painting. He believed that one of the unique qualities about this
group was tied to the way in which they are defined as a “school.” Previous schools of art have a
“linkage of practice with terminology,” however this new American group did not share a
common language.2 As Rosenberg stated, “In the American vanguard the words, as we shall see,
belong not to the art but to the individual artists. What they think in common is represented only
by what they do separately.”3
Lack of traditional cohesion was not the only element to set these new American abstract
painters apart. While abstract painting was not new, the Abstract Expressionists approached the
style in a somewhat subversive way. According to Rosenberg, “At a certain moment the canvas
began to appear to one American painter after another as an arena in which to act – rather than as
a space in which to reproduce, re-design, analyze or express an object, actual or imagined. What
was to go on the canvas was not a picture but an event.”4 This work was about the medium itself.
The break that these artists made from the earlier abstract painters was defined by their attitude
towards the canvas: “The painter no longer approached his easel with an image in his mind; he
went up to it with material in his hand to do something to that other piece of material in front of
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Harold Rosenberg, “The American Action Painters.” ARTnews Vol. 51, no. 8 (December 1952), 22.
Ibid, 22.
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Ibid, 22.
3
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him. The image would be the result of this encounter.”5 Cohesion, it would seem, relied on the
approach rather than on the end result:
Many of the painters were “Marxists” (W.P.A unions, artists’ congresses) – they
had been trying to paint Society. Others had been trying to paint Art (Cubism,
Post-Impressionism) – it amounts to the same thing. The big moment came when
it was decided to paint. …Just to PAINT. The gesture on the canvas was a gesture
of liberation, from Value – political, aesthetic, moral.6
All formal interpretation of Abstract Expressionism would stem from Rosenberg’s “The
American Action Painters” essay.
Another critic who set the tone for how to read Abstract Expressionism is Clement
Greenberg. His seminal essay “American-Type Painting,” which was written for the Partisan
Review in the spring of 1955, established Abstract Expressionism as the first American art
movement to make a significant contribution to mainstream painting and sculpture.7 “AmericanType Painting” would serve as a divergence from Rosenberg’s beliefs that this style was a
significant break from the past. According to Greenberg, “‘abstract expressionism’ makes no
more of a break with the past than anything before it in modernist art has.”8 Greenberg explained
that “Major art is impossible, or almost so, without a thorough assimilation of the major art of
the preceding period or periods.”9 Beginning with the Old Masters, there was an effort to
acknowledge the two-dimensional shape of the canvas.10 This attention to the surface would
become more exaggerated as time went by, especially once art faced Cubism.11 By narrowing the
value contrast, the surface gradually became more shallow, which led to the Abstract
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Expressionist practice in emphasizing the flatness the canvas.12 To this end, Greenberg credits
artists like Henri Matisse (1869-1954), Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944), Piet Mondrian (18721944), Joan Miró (1893-1983), Fernand Leger (1881-1955), Georges Braque (1882-1963), and
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) for influencing the Abstract Expressionists.
Like Rosenberg, Greenberg underscored the stylistic differences among these artists. He
did not believe that the Abstract Expressionists have commonalities in either style or subject:
“They come from different stylistic directions, and if these converge it is thanks largely to a
common vitality and a common ambition and inventiveness in relation to a given time, place and
tradition.”13 Greenberg acknowledged the intention behind Abstract Expressionist works, or
rather, he disputed any perception that these works were actually spontaneous, even if they
appeared so: “The pictures of some of these Americans startle because they seem to rely on
ungoverned spontaneity and haphazard effects: or because, at the other extreme, they present
surfaces which appear to be largely devoid of pictorial incident. All this is very much
seeming.”14
Abstract Expressionist artist Elaine de Kooning began writing for ARTnews magazine in
1948. She eventually became an editorial associate, writing nearly one hundred articles as an art
and culture critic. In 1955, de Kooning wrote “Subject: What, How, or Who?,” discussing the
presence of a subject in Abstract Expressionist art. Like Greenberg, de Kooning mentions the
European impact on contemporary artists and claims that the longer the list of influences, the
more original the artist.15 Since Cubism, a new debate had emerged: style versus subject. 16 Those
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on the side of style believed that subject should be removed from a work of art at all costs.17
According to de Kooning, however, it is difficult to escape the inclusion of a subject: “Influence
always rides on style, never on subject. But styles always begin with ideas about a subject.”18
The subject that is almost inevitable for an artist is nature.19 De Kooning claimed that,
regardless of whether a work is representational or abstract, “For art, nature is unavoidable.
There is no getting away from it, or, as the painter Leland Bell said, “nature is all we have.””20
Abstract Expressionists are not exempt from this practice even if the individual artist believes his
or her work to be free of a subject: “The main difference, then, between abstract and non-abstract
art is that the abstract artist does not have to choose a subject. But whether or not he chooses, he
always ends up with one.”21 She continued to explain that the artist’s abstraction may end up
seeming to represent a landscape or interior but that the artist does not have to feel that it is the
subject if it was not the original intention.22 On the other hand, an artist may accept the
resemblance.23 To sum up de Kooning’s argument, she stated: “Today, for the artist with a
signature, there is no simple what – no reality, no subject, that does not include who he is and
how he perceives it. As his subject includes his style, nature includes his way of looking at it.” 24
Three years after the publication of Greenberg and de Kooning’s articles, The Whitney
Museum of American Art presented the exhibition, Nature in Abstraction. The show focused on
the subject of landscapes throughout the Abstract Expressionists’ body of work. Baur curated the
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exhibition and believed that landscapes were an ideal subject to portray in abstract art because “it
is the search for essence, for some central meaning in what is seen, for a distillation of the
character, mood or spirit of nature’s aspects and a more intense expression of the artist’s
response. Abstraction then becomes a logical tool, since to abstract is to distill, and to distill is to
intensify.”25 In contrast to Rosenberg and Greenberg’s position that this group of abstract artists
focused on the medium or the act of creating, Baur argued that Abstract Expressionism “pays
small fealty to the concepts of those pure abstractionists, who hold that the work of art should be
a completely meaningful object in itself, of solely esthetic significance, hermetically sealed
against all other associations.”26
Nature in Abstraction was a thematic exhibition, broken into three categories: “The Land
and the Waters,” “Light, Sky and Air,” and “Cycles of Life and Season.” The themes were
chosen because they were elements of nature that were completely free from man’s
intervention.27 Baur included fifty-nine artists who ranged from John Marin (1870-1953) to
Helen Frankenthaler (1928-2011). A questionnaire was sent to all of the artists in order to gain
insight on how they approached landscapes in their work. As Baur stated, “It is…an effort to
understand the character of the abstract vision and especially the personal attitudes and methods
of various abstract artists in dealing with nature.”28
Baur’s concentration was on contemporary American abstract art, above and beyond
Abstract Expressionism. Among the works were Arthur Dove’s (1880-1946) rich pastel Nature
Symbolized No.2 (fig.1), Pollock’s Ocean Greyness (fig.2), an immense, largely abstract canvas
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John I. H. Baur, Nature in Abstraction: The Relation of Abstract Painting and Sculpture to Nature in TwentiethCentury American Art (New York, NY: Whitney Museum of American Art, 1958), 6.
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that incorporates figurative elements, David Smith’s (1906-1965) Hudson River Landscape
(fig.3), William Baziotes’ (1912-1963) enchanting painting, The Beach (fig.4), Gorky’s luscious
Waterfall (fig.5), Joan Mitchell’s (1925-1992) sweeping, gestural painting Hemlock (fig.6),
Frankenthaler’s opulent Lorelei (fig.7), Marin’s allusive Movement-Sea of Mountain, As You
Will (fig.8), Franz Kline’s (1910-1962) dramatic Laureline (fig.9), Perle Fine’s (1905-1988)
whirling The Storm Departs (fig.10), Norman Lewis’ (1909-1979) illuminating Night Walk
(fig.11), Hans Hofmann’s (1880-1966) brilliant and aptly named Radiant Space (fig.12), and
Willem de Kooning’s (1904-1997) tempered February (fig.13). Every work included in Nature
in Abstraction contained an immediate reference to the landscape – either in its title or its
composition. For Baur, the subject of nature in abstract art was inevitable because it was free
from humankind and yet a shared experience for all of humanity: “By focusing on this single but
universal area of experience and avoiding the moral and social problems inherent in man and his
works, we can perhaps dig deeper and hope to reveal certain truths about the abstract artist’s
approach to reality, which will be valid in other areas as well.”29
Some critics were displeased with Baur’s assertion that these abstract artists were
attempting to create any kind of subject matter in their work. Thomas Hess wrote a review of the
show for ARTnews. The article was titled “Inside Nature.” He argued that by trying to find some
cohesion within Abstract Expressionism, Baur removed what is exciting and new.30 For Hess,
Abstract Expressionism was devoid of representational images, it removed itself from a need to
portray subject matter and that is what was most alluring about the genre.31 Hess believed that
Baur was attempting to pare down the complexities of the movement in order to make it more
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palpable for the average museum goer: “In attempting to beautify the body of modern abstract art
for a public that wants universalities as pacifiers and the ‘human’ as an easily enjoyable,
preferably helpful practical experience, the Whitney has succeeded in exposing a corpse.” 32
Sidney Tillim published his review in The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism. Like
Hess, Tillim had similar reasons for his negative critique of the exhibition. Tillim felt that the
show’s focus was frivolous and that Baur was neglecting or misunderstanding the intention of
modern art.33 Instead, Tillim felt that Baur was trying to ground modernism into a more
traditional aesthetic and interpretation: “[the exhibition] collapses with the weight of its
arbitrariness, and arbitrariness which in less confused times would have amounted to staggering
naïveté and pretensions. But since this is mainly another attempt to catch up with that runaway
thing called modern art, it can stand, instead, as a somewhat painful effort to find a traditional
peg upon which to hang the style.”34
While the 1958 Nature in Abstraction exhibition may not have been well-received by the
critics at the time, the connection that Baur made to the relationship of landscape subjects among
Abstract Expressionist works would remain in the consciousness of the art world. Just a few
years after the exhibition at The Whitney, Rosenblum’s 1961 ARTnews article, “The Abstract
Sublime,” would grapple with a similar idea. The essay focused on four Abstract Expressionists:
Rothko, Pollock, Still, and Newman and their connection to the nineteenth-century Romantic
artists.35 These two groups were connected by their focus on capturing the Sublime, an artistic
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concept that was put forth by Edmund Burke in his 1757 publication of A Philosophical Enquiry
into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful.36 Burke established the Sublime to
stand apart from the role of beauty. Rather than producing a favorable appeal to the senses, the
artistic expression of the Sublime was meant to evoke a sense of tension and “operates in a
manner analogous to terror.”37 The Sublime, Burke articulated, represented “the strongest
emotion the mind is capable of feeling.”38 Landscapes were the ideal subject for capturing the
Sublime, according to Burke. Nineteenth-century Romantic painters would take this concept and
apply it to their landscape paintings, often depicting scenes of nature’s discord. By the midtwentieth century, the Abstract Expressionists would continue that tradition with similar subject
matter for, according to Rosenblum, “In its heroic search for a private myth to embody the
Sublime power of the supernatural, the art of Still, Rothko, Pollock, and Newman should remind
us once more that the disturbing heritage of the Romantics has not yet been exhausted.”39
Comparing Rothko’s paintings to the “sea meditations” of Caspar David Friedrich (17741840) and Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851), Rosenblum declared: “Rothko, like
Friedrich and Turner, places us on the threshold of those shapeless infinities discussed by the
aestheticians of the Sublime.”40 In contrast to the introspective qualities of Rothko’s work stood
Pollock, whose textured and seemingly frantic brushstrokes brought about a more
confrontational imagery. According to Rosenblum, “If the Sublime can be attained by saturating
such limitless expanses with a luminous, hushed stillness, it can also be reached inversely by
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filling this void with a teeming, unleashed power.”41 When referring to Pollock’s Number 1A,
1948, Rosenblum states (fig. 14):
Again, sheer magnitude can help produce the Sublime. Here, the very size of the
Pollock—86 x 104 inches—permits no pause before engulfing; we are almost
physically lost in this boundless web of inexhaustible energy. To be sure,
Pollock’s generally abstract vocabulary allows multiple readings of its mood and
imagery, although occasional titles (Full Fathom Five, Ocean Greyness, The
Deep, Greyed Rainbow) may indicate a more explicit region of nature. But
whether achieved by the most blinding of blizzards or the most gentle of winds
and rains, Pollock’s work invariably evokes the Sublime mysteries of nature’s
untamable forces.42

When America reached its Bicentennial year of 1976, critics and curators alike would
look back on the nation’s contributions to the art world. The Museum of Modern Art presented
an exhibition that year, titled The Natural Paradise: Painting in America, 1800-1950. This
exhibition used the treatment of landscape subjects as the major connection between nineteenthcentury American Painting, Modernism, and Abstract Expressionism. Works from the turn of the
nineteenth century through to the mid-twentieth century were featured — from Hudson River
School painters like Frederic Edwin Church’s (1826-1900) Niagara, to modernist artist Georgia
O'Keeffe’s (1887-1986) Evening Star No. III, to Rothko’s Magenta, Black, Green on Orange
(figs. 15-17). Kynaston McShine was the curator of the exhibition and the catalogue featured
essays by the some of the leading scholars in American art: Barbara Novak, Rosenblum, and
John Wilmerding.
According to McShine, the show highlighted the “the Romantic tradition in American
art.”43 McShine, Novak, Rosenblum, and Wilmerding focused on some of the most impactful
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artists. The Natural Paradise centered on four genres: The Hudson River School, Luminism,
American Modernism, and Abstract Expressionism.
During the mid-nineteenth century, a group of landscape painters who worked on the East
Coast would come to be known as The Hudson River School artists, a name that referred to their
preference to paint scenes of the Hudson River Valley and the surrounding area including the
Catskill and Adirondack Mountains. Luminism was a landscape painting style that developed as
an offshoot of the Hudson River School. Working in the mid-to-late nineteenth century, these
artists typically employed soft brushstrokes and a dramatic use of light and shadow in their
paintings. The American Modernism movement largely took place from the turn of the twentieth
century up through the start of World War II. These modernist artists grappled with the dramatic
changes to the landscape that were brought on by the arrival of the railroad system and mass
production. They incorporated a range of techniques in their work. Some looked to Surrealism,
some moved towards abstraction, and others looked to the landscape for inspiration.
Of the four essays in the exhibition catalogue, three discussed the prevalence of
landscapes within the Abstract Expressionist body of work. Rosenblum, in his chapter, “The
Primal American Scene” drew comparisons between the nineteenth-century Hudson River
School painters and the twentieth-century Abstract Expressionists. Abstract Expressionism was
typically thought to have been rooted in European modernism.44 When you consider the history
of American art, however, Rosenblum believed that one could see the seeds that would
contribute to Abstract Expressionism:
The grandeur of the American achievement seemed to demand a search for
equally grand roots, especially to justify the sense that the spearhead of European
modernism had now crossed the Atlantic. Like most sweeping generalizations,
this one was both true and false. The true part had to do with the fact that, after
44
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1945, American painting, to almost everyone’s surprise, did demand the kind of
international attention it had seldom merited before, and therefore did adopt the
role of heir to European avant-garde traditions. The false part had to do with the
fact that the urge to establish the noblest European pedigree for the New American
Painting kept many from seeing that the roots of this painting were also to be
found on the American side of the ocean.45
“Fire and Ice in American Art: Polarities from Luminism to Abstract Expressionism,”
written by Wilmerding, focused on the parallels between the nineteenth and twentieth-century
artists, particularly with regards to the Luminist and Abstract Expressionist genres. Although
leading critics like Greenberg claimed that American art before Abstract Expressionism had “not
yet made a single contribution to the mainstream of painting or sculpture,”46 Wilmerding noted
that Luminism is in fact recognized as a “distinctively imaginative national expression.”47
According to Wilmerding, Luminism “is the culmination of the country’s first nationalist
expression in painting, the Hudson River School.”48 Wilmerding, however, acknowledged that
the popularity of Abstract Expressionism brought about a renewed interest in the Luminist
artists, which in turn called attention to the many parallels between the two groups.49 One of the
similarities that Wilmerding focused on was the origins of both genres. As Wilmerding stated,
“The founding figures in each period were Europeans who emigrated to America against a
background of political turbulence in Europe — the Napoleonic Wars at the close of the
eighteenth century and the disturbing events leading up to the Second World War during the
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second quarter of the twentieth.”50 Another likeness that Wilmerding emphasized was that both
groups approached the canvas with the “consciousness of the spiritual as well as physical
presence of the country’s landscape.”51
In “Toward the Abstract Sublime: A Selection of Twentieth-Century Artists’ Texts,”
McShine discussed the use of landscapes in the work of both the American Modernists and
Abstract Expressionists. For McShine, both groups were alike in their approach to landscapes:
The twentieth-century American artist, faced with a world increasingly more
urban and secularized, found in nature an inspiration which illuminated his art as
it had that of his nineteenth-century counterpart. However, his attitude was more
interiorized. Nature was perceived as a reflection of self rather than a
manifestation of immanent divinity. For the twentieth-century artist nature was no
longer an end but an intellectual means.52
From there, McShine gathered a collection of quotes from artists such as Dove, Marsden Hartley
(1877-1943), Marin, Gorky, Pollock, and Rothko to reflect on the variety of ways these artists
viewed landscapes as it related to their work.
Just like Nature in Abstraction, The Natural Paradise was a departure from the
mainstream understanding of Abstract Expressionism. Not only did the Museum of Modern
Art’s exhibition perceive direct connections to landscape subjects in Abstract Expressionist
paintings and sculpture but it also took an active stand to pivot away from critics like Greenberg
and Sam Hunter. While Greenberg and Hunter declared Abstract Expressionism to be the first
significant American art movement to contribute to the mainstream art world, Rosenblum,
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Wilmerding, and McShine established an argument for the influence of preceding movements
like Luminism and American Modernism.53
Art in America magazine chose to celebrate the Bicentennial with their “American
Landscape Issue.” The January-February issue focused on the reoccurrence of landscape subjects
among nineteenth-century American Painting, Abstract Expressionism, and mid-twentiethcentury Photography. Amy Goldin’s “Abstract Expressionism, No Man’s Landscape” was the
only article that discussed Abstract Expressionist landscapes. Goldin argued that the presence of
landscapes in Abstract Expressionism did not reflect an interest in nature and should not be taken
literally.54 Instead, Goldin declared that Abstract Expressionists “aimed at an emotional
transcendence of the painting” and that “Their vagueness reflected the flickering light of Plato’s
cave, for the Abstract Expressionists denied the validity of cool, rational observation. Under such
metaphysical conditions, landscape, like everything else, can be no more than an uncertain,
ephemeral thought.”55
More recently there have been a few publications that returned to this subject. In 2016,
William C. Agee published Modern Art in America 1908-68. While Agee covered a vast number
of artists and movements, he examined Abstract Expressionist landscapes and the trajectory of
the subject among American painting and sculpture. In evaluating the prevalence of landscapes
in the genre, Agee explained: “It has frequently been claimed that Abstract Expressionist art had
gone beyond the natural landscape, but this assertion does not hold up when carefully
examined.”56 Just like The Natural Paradise catalogue, Agee stated that landscapes are a
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common theme of the Hudson River School, American Modernists, and the Abstract
Expressionists.
David Anfam organized the 2016 exhibition, Abstract Expressionism, that took place at
the Royal Academy of Arts. The accompanying catalogue explored the origins of many of the
artists, the forming of the group, the artists’ practice, and how they came to be successful.
Anfam’s essay, “An Unending Equation” described the group as a ‘phenomenon’ rather than a
‘movement’ because they were not a close knit group of artists like the Cubists.57 Instead, these
artists came from a wide range of places and backgrounds and spent little time together overall,
as even the New York artists eventually moved away to the more rural surrounding areas.58
When examining the many influences to the genre, Anfam cites Symbolism as having the
greatest impact: “The Symbolists believed in art that is deeply infused with emotions, relies upon
colour and line to convey them and stresses the image as a ‘correspondence’… or equivalent to
states of mind and nature.”59 Jeremy Lewison, Carter Ratcliff, and Susan Davidson were
contributing authors to the catalogue. Lewison examined the development of the genre in the
aftermath of World War II, Ratcliff discussed the forming of the Abstract Expressionist
community, and Davidson wrote about two of the genre’s biggest supporters, Peggy
Guggenheim and Betty Parsons.
In 2017, the Clark Art Institute in Williamstown, Massachusetts, put together a solo
exhibition on Frankenthaler. Curated by Alexandra Schwartz, the show was titled As in Nature:
Helen Frankenthaler Paintings. The Clark Art Institute published a catalogue that included an
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essay by Christina Kee. Schwartz agreed with the thesis of Baur’s 1958 Nature in Abstraction
exhibition and acknowledged that the show was not given enough credit at the time:
In his insistence that the artists he selected do not quote directly from nature but
rather are influenced by it in an “indirect,” “subconscious” way, Bauer [sic] does
not deviate far from the standard lines on Abstract Expressionism: that it is a nonrepresentational style of painting governed by (depending on what critic you
talked to) largely formal or emotional concerns.60
This catalogue explored Frankenthaler’s relationship with landscape painting and affirmed that
she did sketch directly from nature.
Ardent Nature: Arshile Gorky Landscapes 1943-47, written by Gorky’s granddaughter,
Saskia Spender, and Edith Devaney, was published in 2017. At the end of Gorky’s life, he
produced some of the most compelling works of his career. A majority of these paintings and
drawings referenced landscapes, often with the use of figurative elements. This publication
delved into this period in Gorky’s career and explained that he was drawn to nature as a way to
reconnect with his past, particularly his childhood in Armenia.61
In 2019, the David Zwirner Gallery in New York City organized an exhibition, Joan
Mitchell: I carry my landscapes around with me, and published a catalogue that featured essays
by Suzanne Perling Hudson and Robert Slifkin. The exhibition and publication focused on
Mitchell’s large, multi-panel works from the 1960s. While the publication does not specifically
focus on landscapes as a subject, Slifkin agreed with de Kooning’s notion that for the Abstract
Expressionists, nature was the environment and an environment can be anything.62 Slifkin
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believed that this sentiment had a great impact on the Color Field artists.63 According to Slifkin,
“Art, for Mitchell, was always after life, and life was everything available to perception.”64
Church & Rothko: Sublime went on view at the Mnuchin Gallery in New York City in
the fall of 2020. Mnuchin Gallery worked in collaboration with Michael Altman Fine Art and
Christopher Rothko, the artist’s son. For the catalogue, John Wilmerding wrote an essay titled,
“Church, Rothko, and the Sublime.” When searching for commonalities between the two artists,
Wilmerding stated, “if we dig deeper, we can uncover surprising parallels in historical context,
formal invention, and veiled meaning.”65 While the show focused on the specific comparisons
between the work of Frederic Edwin Church (1826-1900) and Rothko, Wilmerding’s essay also
discussed, more broadly, nature as represented in some Abstract Expressionist works and their
connection to the landscape paintings of the Hudson River School.
Scholars and critics have debated the significance of the references to landscape subjects
throughout Abstract Expressionism for more than sixty years. Nature in Abstraction, the 1958
exhibition at the Whitney Museum, made a significant contribution to this argument when it
recognized the frequency of references to landscape subjects amongst Abstract Expressionists
works. Baur’s thesis was dismissed by critics who felt this connection misunderstood the
objective of this genre. Nearly two decades later, McShine would expand on Baur’s ideas with
The Natural Paradise, an exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art that was meant to celebrate
the two-hundred-year history of American Art. In this catalogue, scholars discussed the
prevalence of landscape drawing, painting, and sculpture throughout American history. This
connection would draw parallels between the nineteenth-century painters and the Abstract
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Expressionists, a departure from the more dominant notion that the latter genre was primarily
influenced by European modernism. Recently, curators and scholars have returned to the study
of landscape subjects in Abstract Expressionism through publications, monographs, and
exhibitions. Certainly, the tendency for the Abstract Expressionist artists to reference landscapes
is simply too apparent to ignore and deserves further exploration.
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Chapter Two: The Tradition of Landscape Painting in America

Since the 1950s, Abstract Expressionism has been praised as the first American art movement to
make a significant contribution to the international stage. Critics point mostly to European
Modernism and movements such as Surrealism and Cubism as influences on the Abstract
Expressionist artists. While many European artists and styles did impact the Abstract
Expressionists, to focus solely on the Continent’s influence is to downplay the significance of the
American Art movements that came before. In turn, the exclusion of American Art, and in
particular its lengthy history of land and seascape paintings, has limited the story of Abstract
Expressionism.
Nineteenth and early twentieth century American artists set a precedent in the United
States for landscape painting. The Hudson River School artists of the nineteenth century were
known for their expansive landscapes that often aimed to celebrate a natural, American terrain.
American modernist painters, who worked at the turn of the twentieth century through to World
War II, often used landscapes as the subject of their drawings and paintings. This group of artists
embraced non-representational art and helped the subsequent generation express reality through
abstract terms. Several aspects of these movements have parallels to Abstract Expressionism.
Both the Hudson River School and Abstract Expressionist genres were led by immigrants –
Thomas Cole (1801-1848) of the Hudson River School and Hans Hofmann (1880-1966) and
Arshile Gorky (1904-1948) of Abstract Expressionism. All three groups were working during
times of economic and cultural change with the environmental impact of industrialization and the
Cold War threat of the atomic bomb; and each group placed an emphasis on the Sublime.
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Another similarity that would connect the nineteenth-century artists to both the early and midtwentieth century painters is the American tradition of isolating oneself to work in nature. While
we cannot say for certain that the Abstract Expressionists were aware of the Hudson River
School artists, they were definitely aware of the Modernists. There is no doubt that the
Modernists had an impact on the Abstract Expressionists’ work and it is important to examine
and compare some of these paintings closely. To fully understand the origins of Abstract
Expressionism and its predilection for landscape subjects, we must look to the decades of
American painting that came before it.
Greenberg championed Abstract Expressionism as the most significant genre of art to
stem from the United States. His 1955 essay, “American-Type Painting” stated, “Labeled
variously as ‘abstract expressionism,’ ‘action painting’ and even ‘abstract impressionism,’ their
works constitute the first manifestation of American art to draw a standing protest at home as
well as serious attention from Europe, where, though deplored more often than praised, they
have already influenced an important part of the avant-garde.”66
Greenberg went on to discuss the influence of European artists on the Abstract
Expressionists. He attributed French art as having had a heavy influence on most of these
contemporary artists: “some of these painters began looking toward German, Russian, or Jewish
expressionism when they became restive with Cubism and with Frenchness in general. But it
remains that every one of them started from French art and got his instinct for style from it; and
it was from the French, too, that they all got their most vivid notion of what major, ambitious art
had to feel like.”67 Specifically, artists like Joan Miró (1893-1983), Wassily Kandinsky (1866-
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1944), Paul Klee (1879-1940), Henri Matisse (1869-1954), Georges Braque (1882-1963), Piet
Mondrian (1872-1944), Claude Monet (1840-1926), and Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) had a major
impact on the work of Gorky, Willem de Kooning’s (1904-1997), Jackson Pollock (1912-1956),
Hofmann, Mark Rothko (1903-1970), Adolph Gottlieb (1903-1974), and Robert Motherwell
(1915-1991).
Furthermore, Greenberg credits British landscape painter Joseph Mallord William
Turner’s (1775-1851) use of color with having an influence on the Abstract Expressionist artists:
“Turner, really, was the one who made the first significant break with the conventions of light
and dark.”68 Artists like Turner and Monet, Greenberg explained, captured atmospheres by
portraying elements of nature such as clouds, mist, steam, etc. This approach, however, was
more easily accessible to the public than the more abstract work of the mid-twentieth century
because such elements are not expected to have definitive shapes. 69 The Abstract Expressionists
were more daring in their use of abstraction because, according to Greenberg, artists like Turner
and Monet worked with a more pleasing color palette: “Iridescent colors please banal taste in any
event and will as often as not be accepted as a satisfactory substitute for verisimilitude.”70
Greenberg was one of the most significant critics of Abstract Expressionism and his
various essays had a crucial impact on the art world. Other critics and scholars would go on to
echo Greenberg’s take on the origins of Abstract Expressionism. In 1973, Hunter’s chapter
“Action Painting: The Heroic Generation” in his book, American Art of the 20th Century, would
continue to root Abstract Expressionism in European Modernism. Citing the upheaval brought
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about by World War II, Hunter explained how the techniques and practices of the European
avant-garde were brought over to the United States:
The decline in the momentum of European innovation, and catastrophic public
events on the Continent had the paradoxical effect of releasing new energies
among young American artists. For a moment, it even seemed as if the main
impulses of modernism had been expatriated and driven underground in this
country, for the emerging American vanguard drew support and inspiration in its
complex beginnings … from contact in New York during the war years with a
number of Europe’s leading artists and intellectuals. 71

Hunter explained that the early work of Abstract Expressionists such as Pollock, Gorky,
and Hofmann showed such a clear resemblance to European art movements like Surrealism and
Cubism that the work could almost be described as derivative.72 Undoubtedly, there are strong
visual resemblances to some of the earlier works of the Abstract Expressionists that support
Hunter’s statements. Take, for example, the work of Surrealist painter Roberto Matta’s (19112002) The Bachelors Twenty Years Later compared to Gorky’s Agony and Pollock’s Pasiphaë
(figs. 18-20). The whimsical, wiry lines and ambiguous figural images in unexplained
juxtapositions featured in all three paintings are indicative of the Surrealist style. Both Gorky and
Pollock at times followed the Surrealist practice of automatism, which was spontaneous painting
without censoring one’s thoughts. Cubism’s influence can also be felt in the early work of the
Abstract Expressionists – for example, Picasso’s Studio with Plaster Head compared to
Hofmann’s Still Life (fig. 21-22). Jagged edges, interlocking planes, and geometric shapes are
found in both the Picasso and Hofmann paintings and are staples of Cubism. According to
Hunter, Abstract Expressionists took the advancements of European art and fused them into a
unique, American spirit: “in an atmosphere of postwar social crisis which, intellectually,
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paralleled the episode of European Existentialism, there arose rather remarkably in New York
City a loose new artistic movement, which managed to inject into an assimilated European
modernism a newfound, native energy and confidence.”73
The ties to European Modernism are certainly legitimate. One can see the influence of
several European art genres like Fauvism, Expressionism, Surrealism, and Cubism, in the early
work of some of the Abstract Expressionists, and several of these American artists would credit
the genres with inspiring their work. To end the story here, however, provides too narrow of an
understanding of the Abstract Expressionist oeuvre.
The Hudson River School was comprised of a group of New York-based landscape
painters who lived and worked during the mid-to-late nineteenth century. Among the Hudson
River School artists, Cole was considered the group’s founder as he influenced many painters
within the genre. Cole was born in England and, soon after his arrival in New York in 1825, he
sailed to the Catskill Mountains where he made several stops along the banks of the Hudson
River to sketch the views.74 Perhaps Cole’s interest in the landscape of New York State was due
to its stark contrast to the atmosphere of his hometown. The views along the Hudson offered an
untamed wilderness and shades of brown, orange, and red, which were in contrasts to the green
hues of his hometown.
The leading teachers of the Abstract Expressionists, Gorky and Hofmann, were
immigrants, but unlike Cole, they were forced to flee from their homelands. Born eleven years
before the start of the Armenian genocide in 1915, Gorky and his family were pushed out of their
village of Van and sent on a death march where his mother died of starvation. Gorky landed in
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America in 1920. Like Gorky, Hofmann was born in Europe at a time of great upheaval. Born in
Bavaria, Germany, but raised in Munich, he moved to the United States in the 1930s and became
a citizen just as Adolph Hitler rose to power. Each of these artists taught their students to work
from nature. Unlike Cole’s fascination to look outwards to the contrast between the New York
landscape and his homeland, Gorky and Hofmann turned their attention to nature because it was
a means to look inwards.
In 1945 the Museum of Modern Art sent a questionnaire to a number of contemporary
artists, including Gorky. One of the questions posed was what in “your ancestry, nationality, or
background do you consider relevant to an understanding of your art?” Gorky responded:
The fact that I was taken away from my little village when I was five years old yet
all my memories are of these first years. These were the days when I smelled the
bread, I saw my first red poppy, the moon, the innocent seeing. Since then these
memories have become iconography, the shapes even the colors; millstone, red
earth, yellow wheatfield, apricots, etcetera.75
Gorky’s Apple Orchard displays some of the colors that might have been found in Van (fig. 23).
The canvas is coated in that red earth tone that Gorky described. Large, ambiguous figures filled
with yellow, green, blue, peach, black, and white pastels take over the center of the canvas. By
the suggestion of the drawing’s title and color palette, we seem to be looking at a farm.
Mysterious figures fill the canvas. They may be the apple trees. Their large and looming
presence makes us feel small, as if we are children walking through the orchard.
Hofmann, too, felt that looking to nature was essential to creating abstract art.
Responding to Baur’s questionnaire for the Whitney’s Nature in Abstraction exhibition
catalogue, Hofmann claimed, “Motion reflects the impulses from which it has arrived. …
Pictorial motion, therefore, reflects the impulses, which the mind receives from visual
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experience.”76 In Landscape No. 103, Hofmann covers the panel with an abundance of bright
colors (fig. 24). A stream of blue paint runs down the center of the picture plane, providing the
viewer with an aerial perspective of a large body of water, either a river or a waterfall. Swaths of
dark green nestle the body of water giving the impression of grass. Bright yellow paint
enlightens the top left of the panel, while broad brush strokes of reds and magentas capture the
evolving colors of a sunrise. In both American art movements, Hudson River School and
Abstract Expressionism, the leaders fundamentally believed landscapes to be central to the
subject and style of their practice. Both the Hudson River School and Modernist styles frequently
portrayed landscape scenes that may have offered a quiet protest to the environmental changes
brought on by industrialization. The Abstract Expressionists had their own sense of impending
doom with the anxieties brought on by the Cold War and the threat of destruction created by the
introduction of nuclear warfare.
Evidence of this meditative quality can be found in many examples of both the nineteenth
and twentieth-century artists’ work. Church’s Marine Sunset (The Black Sea) fills the canvas
with a monochromatic red color palette (fig.25). His application of several shades of one color in
the seascape gives the viewer the impression that the boat, water, and sky are melting into one
another. A blurred definition between spaces implies that we, the viewers, are at one with nature.
Working about seventy years after Church, Rothko uses the same color scheme in his painting,
Browns and Blacks in Reds (fig. 26). Rothko’s canvas sits about seven and a half feet tall and
invites the viewer into its orbit with a calming energy. Dark red patches sit at the top and bottom
of the painting with a bright red square in the middle and hint of a land or seascape similar to
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Church’s Marine Sunset (The Black Sea) where the brightness of the sunset breaks through, in
between the darkness of the sky and sea.
Modernist painter Milton Avery (1885-1965) removes figures altogether in favor of
portraying a peaceful landscape in his Dunes and Sea II (fig. 27). The colors are separated and
divided into distinct forms. A thick line of green paint is spread across the center of the canvas –
a literal line in the sand before our eyes meet the blue ocean. When viewing this work, one
cannot help but be reminded of Barnett Newman (1905-1970). Dunes and Sea II’s strip of color
is similar to Newman’s ‘zip’ works, which were his signature style of painting thin, typically
vertical, lines through separate fields of color. By the late 1940s, Newman was working in his
‘zip’ style and his Horizon Light is a classic example. Newman paints the surface of the canvas
red, with a bright teal stripe of color across the upper center of the horizontal canvas (fig. 28).
Teal paint is heavily applied on the left side of the canvas and gradually becomes lighter.
Beneath it is a dark strip of red. Avery’s interest in painting two-dimensional shapes that are
separated by color predates Newman and served as a possible precursor to his ‘zip’ series.
Just as both the nineteenth and twentieth century artists created pensive landscape scenes,
they also painted pictures of nature embroiled with a sense of unease. One of the elements of
Cole’s paintings that set him apart from his contemporaries and inspired a new direction in
American art was his interest in Burke’s theory of the Sublime. Scholar Kevin J. Avery wrote of
the impact of Cole’s use of this philosophy:
From the start, Cole’s style was marked by dramatic forms and vigorous
technique, reflecting the British aesthetic theory of the Sublime, or fearsome, in
nature. In the representation of American landscape, really in its infancy in the
early nineteenth century, the application of the Sublime was virtually
unprecedented, and moreover accorded with a growing appreciation of the
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wildness of native scenery that had not been seriously addressed by Cole’s
predecessors. 77

Similar to Cole, Albert Bierstadt (1830-1920) captured the Sublime in his Sunset in the
Yosemite Valley (fig. 29). Bierstadt paints a haunting picture of Yosemite Valley with the light of
the sunset peering in behind the mountains. The sun is a vivid orange that is set ablaze against
nature’s elements. This radiant orange color strikes itself upon the immense darkness of the night
sky and suggests a forest fire to remind one of the dangerous shifts that can be brought about by
nature abruptly. Sunset in the Yosemite Valley conjures the draw of both nature’s beauty and its
potential for devastating destruction.
Modernist artist Marsden Hartley (1877-1943) continued the tradition of capturing the
Sublime in some of his landscape paintings. Rising Wave, Indian Point, Georgetown, Maine is a
prime example (fig. 30). In this painting, Hartley depicts a treacherous waterfall. Thick, brown
rectangles outlined in black, which depict the rocks on a cliff, fill the bottom right side of the
canvas. Heavy coats of dark green brushstrokes make up the foliage in the top right corner. On
the top left area of the canvas, the water meets the sky. A thin horizon holds a series of soft
clouds. Water fills the left side of the canvas. Brushstrokes of white and blue gush over of the
rocks and splash at the ground below. Hartley reminds us of both the beauty and danger of the
natural world.
Many of the Abstract Expressionists also sought to capture the Sublime in nature. When
standing in front of a Rothko painting, one feels an overwhelming sense of awe. No. 5/No. 22 is
no exception as it towers at over nine feet in length and nearly nine feet in width (fig. 31).
Rothko paints with a warm color palette including a marigold-colored paint that dominates the
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canvas. Simultaneously, the yellow paint is dismantled by a large orange rectangle in the
foreground and a thin red rectangle in the center of the painting. Shapes hover just above the
surface and create a sense of tension within the composition. Wilmerding commented on this
effect and what artists like Rothko were intending: “The Abstract Expressionist’s large radiant
canvases evoke in modern terms the powerful mystery and immanence of spiritual feeling.
Rothko recurrently referred to such transcendent terms as tragedy, irony, and fate.”78
Another example of the Sublime is embodied in Pollock’s monumental painting, Autumn
Rhythm (Number 30) (fig. 32). Over seventeen feet wide, the painting inevitably envelops the
viewer. Pollock employs his signature drip technique to cover the canvas in swirls of white,
brown, and black. Paint dances across the surface and seems to pulsate to its own beat. The color
brown overwhelms the viewer and serves as a representation of the fall season. One cannot help
but be aware of the brown tones that fill nature during the autumn months and Pollock certainly
captures that familiarity in this painting. Autumn Rhythm (Number 30) possesses an energy that
enlivens the viewer while a quiet tension plays out upon the canvas.
While interest in the Hudson River School began to fade in the early twentieth century, it
is still possible that the Abstract Expressionists would have been aware of the nineteenth-century
American painters. Russian émigré Maxim Karolik had the largest collection of Hudson River
School paintings in the United States, which he gifted to the Museum of Fine Arts Boston in the
1940s.79 While we certainly cannot assume that the Abstract Expressionists would have seen this
collection in Boston, many of the works that Karolik donated list New York City art dealers in
their provenance. Perhaps the New York-based artists visited these galleries. Additionally, some
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Abstract Expressionists showed their work in galleries that also held nineteenth-century
American Painting collections. One example is the Addison Gallery in Andover, Massachusetts,
which held Hudson River School, American Modernist, and Abstract Expressionist paintings.80
Unlike the Hudson River School artists, there is no doubt that the Abstract Expressionists were
aware of the Modernists. These modern artists, who worked from the late nineteenth century up
to the mid-twentieth century, added to the American tradition of looking to landscape subjects
for inspiration. The Abstract Expressionists would have been familiar with their work as they
were well-known in their lifetimes.
A common process in some of the work of the Hudson River School, American
Modernist, and Abstract Expressionist artists is the sentimental tradition of isolating oneself in
nature. As Agee stated, “That Abraham Lincoln’s father moved house whenever he saw the
smoke from a neighbour’s cabin is a classic American myth. It is a symbol of American
optimism – a rugged individual surviving by him/herself, against the odds.”81 Agee further
explained the American drive to work alone, “Ralph Waldo Emerson had written on solitude,
calling for the poet/artist to stand alone, in order to define and capture the unique beauty of
America.”82 Church embarked on expeditions in South America where he sketched along the
mountains, Hartley spent years painting along the secluded coastline of Maine, and Pollock
retreated from Manhattan to the quiet, rural village of Springs, New York, where he developed
his famous ‘drip’ technique. These are just a few examples where this calling to work alone in
nature came to fruition.
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This romantic notion can be found not only in the movements of the artists as they
travelled to remote locations to work but in their shared interest in landscape subjects. Curator
Evelyn Hankins discussed the landscape connection between American artists:
In some cases, the art speaks to a specific place, but most often the connection to
landscape is more tenuous, elusive, and deeply phenomenological. That said, I
believe that this impetus is first and foremost an American one, despite the very
cogent arguments against American exceptionalism. While it is relatively easy to
name comparable works by artists of other nationalities, I believe that these
examples of American artistic production are drawn together by larger cultural
impulses that continued, through much of the twentieth century, to link national
identity with our country’s distinctive scale and terrain.83

When we look to the work of the Modernists, we can draw clear parallels to the Abstract
Expressionists. Scholarship, however, has often overlooked this connection as Agee, writing for
the catalogue raisonné, John Marin: The Late Oils, discussed:
a virtual iron curtain that has divided American art into two distinct parts, pre1945 art and post-1945 art. Never the two to meet. As if there were two different
cultures, from two different countries. … Adding to this has been the way we
teach modern art history, casting it as a series of avant-garde revolutions, wrought
by ever younger artists, one replacing the other in rapid succession, with nary a
thought to the later work of the older artists, no matter what the scope of their
achievements. This is not to take anything away from the Abstract Expressionists
–it is only to say that there was more, much more that an inclusive history of the
time would take into full account. 84
It is helpful to look to the individual artists, and their landscape works in particular, for their
potential impact on some of the Abstract Expressionists. As Rosenblum stated, “traditionally
honored masters like O’Keeffe, as well as Milton Avery, Arthur G. Dove, Marsden Hartley, and
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John Marin (1870-1953), are surely going to provide stronger foundations for understanding
painting after 1945.”85
Albert Pinkham Ryder (1847-1917) certainly laid the foundation for a generation of
modern artists. Ryder was in a league of his own. In 2020 the New Bedford Whaling Museum,
Massachusetts held a retrospective on Ryder, A Wild Note of Longing: Albert Pinkham Ryder
and a Century of American Art. Elizabeth Broun contributed a chapter, “The Soul Attuned,” in
the exhibition catalogue. Broun commented on Ryder’s place in art history: “Ryder stood astride
a fundamental divide; he was simultaneously the last great romantic painter and the first
significant American modernist.”86
Ryder began painting land and seascapes as a young man in his hometown of New
Bedford, a thriving whaling port during the nineteenth century. While Ryder worked with
subjects outside of landscapes, most notably allegorical subjects, he continued to work with
seascapes throughout his career. He paid special attention to the surface of his paintings and
often reworked them over time, adding layers and experimenting with new materials. This
attention to the surface of the canvas, the texture of the medium, and Ryder’s penchant for often
using dark paint to emote, had a lasting influence on both the Modernists, particularly Dove and
Hartley, and the Abstract Expressionists, including Hofmann and Still. Leading Abstract
Expressionists Pollock and Rothko are among the many artists that were influenced by Ryder.
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Pollock cited his attraction to Ryder’s work as early as 1944 when he claimed, “the only
American master who interests me is Ryder.”87 It seems that Pollock may have looked closely at
Ryder’s use of color and his treatment towards the surface of the canvas. Ryder frequently used
monochromatic color schemes to portray mood. Colors were not just used to describe forms, they
were used to describe feelings. By mixing his paint with lots of oil, Ryder created a dense and
tactile surface that added to the energy of his subject matter.
One of Ryder’s masterworks, Jonah, portrays a scene from the Old Testament that serves
as an allegory for death and resurrection (fig. 33). Jonah portrays a haunting ocean scene – swirls
of dark yellow, brown, and white paint overtake the canvas as the ocean seemingly attempts to
swallow Jonah and his former shipmates. Ostensibly frenetic brushstrokes move
counterclockwise to create a rhythm, giving the viewer a sense of motion and aids in the feeling
of rocking between violent waves. Ryder creates a sense of fear by uses dark colors. As the
waves rise, Ryder gives little room for a skyline. The limited sky, lack of sunlight, and
overwhelming dark colors recreate the feeling of being lost, alone, and scared. One cannot help
but feel uncertain of their fate when they view Ryder’s Jonah.
Pollock may have taken notes from the treatment of the surface and use of color in
paintings like Jonah. Phosphorescence is one example of Ryder’s influence on Pollock (fig. 34).
Thin layers of oil, enamel, and aluminum paint cover the canvas and create an energy and
luminosity to the scene. Ryder created movement by using thick layers of malleable oil paint. In
Phosphorescence, Pollock adds to this tradition by layering different materials of paint and color.
The buildup of the surface is essential to the scene. Additionally, Pollock took cues from Ryder’s
use of color. Jonah’s dark browns describe the water in the depth of the night and add an
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important element to the emotion of the scene. Likewise, an overall grey color scheme in
Phosphorescence is used to portray the ocean. Instead of waves, Pollock gives the viewer the
purity of color and he layers the canvas in bursts of white and bright silver to recreate the flickers
of light that reflect off of the water.
Pollock’s public praise of Ryder leaves no doubt that his work was known in the Abstract
Expressionist circle. One of Pollock’s contemporaries that also seemed to be influenced by
Ryder’s paintings is Rothko. When comparing Ryder to Rothko, Agee stated “Of special
importance for Rothko would have been Ryder’s glowing internal light, the same deep
luminosity we find in Rothko’s art after 1949-50. Rothko’s light emanates from the
compositional basis of three (or more) primary layers of sky, land, and water that we know
Ryder believed was the basis of much of his art.”88
This glowing internal light appears in Ryder’s Constance (fig. 35). While Ryder’s colors
can portray a feeling of chaos, the artist also used colors to convey quietude. In Constance,
Ryder paints an allegorical subject taken from Geoffrey Chaucer's The Man of Law's Tale.
Constance depicts a scene of a woman and child in a rowboat that rests in the middle of the
ocean. Judging by the paints colors, the scene takes place at night. Although one might imagine
that the elements of the scene would cause anxiety and fear, Ryder instead gives us a sense of
calm. The canvas is filled with dark blues, greys, and greens yet a narrow source of light beams
down from the center of the sky and shimmers onto the central figures in the painting. Ryder’s
Constance exudes stillness, tranquility, and an intimacy between the viewer and the subject.
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Ryder’s use of color and light to convey emotion undoubtedly had an effect on Rothko. As Agee
claimed, “The internal light of these pastoral landscapes and their quietude are reflected in the
abstract landscapes of Rothko.”89 One example of this calmness is reflected in Rothko’s Blue
and Grey (fig. 36). The enormous six foot by five foot canvas appears to be a seascape that
Rothko depicts with a strong use of color. A dark grey paint fills the background of the canvas
and a dark blue rectangle sits at the bottom half of the canvas, possibly depicting water. At the
top portion of the canvas is a light grey. Similarly to Ryder’s Constance, Rothko gives the
viewer a single source of light in this pale grey rectangle. Rothko’s colors are symbolic for forms
but they also emote. Blue and Grey possess a serenity and luminosity that seems to take cues
from Ryder’s practice.
The generation of Modernists that preceded Ryder would delve further into abstract art.
One of these Modernists, Marin, is primarily known for his abstract landscapes; however, early
on in his career he rejected abstraction in favor of realism. 90 Later in his life he grew to accept
abstract art, as Agee noted “Marin seemed to embrace the idea that there is little difference
between figurative painting and abstraction, that the best abstract art communicates an
overwhelming sense of reality.”91 Inevitably, his work turned to landscape, as Agee continued,
“But no matter how abstract the painting, it always came from something seen or remembered –
or imagined – in nature.”92 There is no doubt that the Abstract Expressionists would have been
aware of Marin, as his popularity grew towards the end of his career. In 1948, LOOK magazine
conducted a poll among museum directors and artists that named Marin as America’s “Artist
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No.1.”93 A few months later, Greenberg declared of Marin, “If it is not beyond all doubt that he
is the best painter alive in America at this moment, he assuredly has to be taken into
consideration when we ask who is.”94 Two years later, Alfred H. Barr, the Director of The
Museum of Modern Art, included Marin in the 1950 Venice Biennale where Marin’s work hung
alongside the paintings of Gorky, Pollock, and de Kooning.95
Marin’s influence can be felt in the work of a number of Abstract Expressionists such as
Motherwell, Pollock, Frankenthaler, and Rothko. In Marin’s Hurricane from 1944, his gestural
brushstrokes seem to make the canvas move (fig. 37). Hurricane depicts a raucous ocean, the
density of the painting and the whimsical lines strike at the sensations of a windy day at sea. That
density of paint is repeated in Pollock’s 1953 Ocean Greyness (fig. 2). Heavy grey and black
paint swirl throughout the canvas, at times narrowing in and confronting the viewer by
reinforcing its two-dimensionality. While Pollock’s canvas might be more abstract than Marin’s,
the weight of the paint and movement of the brushstrokes hold strong similarities.
Two years after Hurricane, Marin produced Movement in Red (fig. 38). In Marin’s later
works, Agee pointed out that his “lines became more open and energetic, even frenzied at
points.”96 Marin’s lines in Movement in Red are indeed dynamic as they as they run from thin to
thick, straight to wavy. Still, Marin’s creates a few figurative elements and divides up the space
somewhat evenly – there are sailboats that float in a red sea that meets the sky. There are six
yellow circular forms in the middle, right hand side of the canvas that might be three reflections
from an unidentified source. Motherwell’s 1962 painting, Beside the Sea with Bulkhead,
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possesses a similar energy (fig. 39). Beside the Sea with Bulkhead is one of a series of paintings
that Motherwell began in 1962 and continued until his death in 1991. The canvas is carefully
divided with two solid black lines at the foreground of the canvas, a splash of black that jumps
up from horizontal black lines to mimic a wave, and a burst of light blue paint behind it. While
there are splatters of paints that seem a bit spontaneous, Motherwell captures the unpredictable
movements of the ocean.
When comparing Marin to the Abstract Expressionists, we must look to his earlier work
as well. Weehawken Sequence, which was made in 1916, employs a delicate and graceful use of
color to articulate a city that sits on the Hudson River (fig. 40). While Marin hints at the shape of
buildings in the distance, the New York City skyline perhaps, the canvas is almost completely
abstract and broken up by color. Marin’s blocks of color are a precursor to the style for which
Rothko would become known for. These color blocks can be seen in Rothko’s Untitled from
1948 (fig. 41). Untitled is filled with dreamy pools of colors that seem to float throughout the
canvas. Rothko applied colors that may lend themselves to a landscape – the tans and greens of
the ground, a circular blue body of water, and a dark grey night’s sky. Agee described these
blocked patterns: “colour areas are stacked as abstract signs of foreground, middle ground,
distance and sky.”97 Helen Frankenthaler’s (1928-2011) Basque Beach (fig. 42) from 1953
breaks up color in a way that is similar to Marin’s Weehawken Sequence and employs lines that
also recall Movement in Red. The soak stain technique that Frankenthaler used creates a
dreamlike landscape with distinct areas of color. At times, Frankenthaler draws solid lines to
suggest figures like a flower in the middle ground of the canvas, just like Marin included figures
among his abstract seascape in Movement in Red. Curiously, Frankenthaler also applies six areas
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of yellow in the mid-to-right area of the canvas – three circles and longer oval shapes that appear
to be reflections in the water.
Another artist that the Abstract Expressionists would have been aware of is Avery. He
began his career as a figurative painter, and while his work was often representational, he
frequently painted landscapes and took a particular interest in color relations. In 1981, art critic
Hilton Kramer hailed Avery’s use of color: “He was, without question, our greatest colorist.
Nothing that has occurred in the entire development of Color Field abstraction can be said to
rival or surpass the invention and virtuosity he lavished upon the pictorial uses of color.”98
Avery did not get much national attention until late in his career. Clement Greenberg
wrote a seminal essay on Avery for Arts Magazine in 1957 in which he described the artist as
working in a purely American style: “Avery’s painting cannot be discussed without emphasizing
its Americanness…. If his art is so unmistakably American, it is because it embodies so
completely and successfully the truth about himself and his condition.”99 Greenberg also noted
Avery’s ability to ground his abstract painting in precise subject matter: “As much as he
simplifies or eliminates, Avery preserves throughout something of the specific, local, namable
identity of his subject, whether landscape or figure; it is never merely the pretext for a
picture.”100 In conclusion, Greenberg called for a New York institution to hold a major
retrospective on the artist so that the latest abstract generation could learn from his work.101
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Some of the Abstract Expressionists did not need Greenberg to introduce them to Avery.
Gottlieb, Rothko, and Newman were among Avery’s clique of artists. The younger generation
really admired him and even made trips to visit his studio when he lived in Gloucester,
Massachusetts. Rothko considered Avery a mentor. They were so close, in fact, that Rothko
spoke at Avery’s funeral. The artists were first introduced through a mutual friend, the violinist
Louis Kaufman, who stated “I took Marcus to Milton…and then he became a real fanatic on the
work of Milton.”102 By early 1928, Rothko was exhibiting with Avery and regularly attended
sketching classes at Avery’s home. Avery’s impact can be felt throughout Rothko’s career.
Breslin, Rothko’s biographer, claimed that “Rothko’s mature works, though produced when he
no longer saw very much of Avery, owe something of their simplified, buoyant forms, their
expressive use of color, their thinned paints, and even their quiet, to Avery.”103
A clear connection between the two artists can be seen in Avery’s White Sea of 1947 and
Rothko’s Magenta, Black, Green on Orange of 1949. Perhaps Rothko looked to Avery’s
depiction of the sea as inspiration (figs. 43, 17). Both artists are working with a similar color
palette. Avery paints brown and black shapes in the foreground, perhaps defining rocks or a
mountain. In the middle ground on the canvas are brown and orange figures that appear to be
rocks. These forms rest on white paint with a strip of dark green at the top of the canvas. White
Sea breaks up color in distinct forms that work their way up through the canvas much like
Rothko’s Magenta, Black, Green on Orange. Rothko seems to be looking to Avery with his solid
lines of black, white, and green that rest on a burnt orange background.
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Another example of Avery’s influence on Rothko’s use of color can be found by
comparing Avery’s Hot Moon from 1958 to Rothko’s No. 16 (Orange, Purple, Orange) from
1960 (figs.44-45). Two obvious similarities between these paintings are that they share a similar
color palette and that each color is broken up into distinct rectangular forms. The connection
between the two canvases, however, speaks to how these artists use color to articulate mood,
energy, and emotion. Avery gives the viewer a minimal indication of subject matter in Hot Moon
with the glowing, circular moon in the center and its accompanying reflection in the water
below. Hot Moon gives an idea of a location, a scene that is relatable to all, but Avery does not
use the form as the main means to articulate this landscape. Instead, Avery uses color to suggest
time, place, and, most importantly, mood. Viewers can feel the heat from the blazing sunrise in
Avery’s Hot Moon. Rothko’s No. 16 (Orange, Purple, Orange) achieves the same effect,
although he seemingly removes any suggestion of a form. When we look at Avery we can
understand how Rothko arrived at his Color Field abstractions. As Avery’s work progressed, his
forms reduced themselves both by being minimally represented and by losing their three
dimensional shape. Color became the focus of Avery’s canvases; color became the means for
Avery to express mood, energy, and subject. Rothko appears to be furthering Avery’s ideas by
removing form altogether and allowing color to become the subject.
In addition to Color Field artists like Rothko, Avery’s influence can be seen in the work
of Frankenthaler. Avery’s blocks of color that run alongside one another to comprise a scene
appear to give way to Frankenthaler’s harmonious use of color. Frankenthaler’s Flood of 1967 is
an example of Avery’s influence (fig. 46). If we look to Avery’s Shapes of Spring from 1952, the
comparisons to Frankenthaler’s work become clear (fig. 47). Shapes of Spring uses a balanced
pastel color palette to depict the ground, a stream, the woods, and sky. Each color works
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independently to depict aspects in nature but they also work together to create the feeling of
spring. By using colors that are synonymous with springtime, Avery evokes the memories and,
therefore, the feelings associated with the early days of warmer weather. Flood uses similar
means to achieve emotion. The large canvas uses a wider range of colors than Avery’s Shapes of
Spring to portray a rising tide. In contrast to Avery’s painting, Frankenthaler’s acrylic paint has a
light touch and reveals a few brushstrokes which give movement to the layers of waves that rise
up from the bottom right corner of the canvas. Again, both artists use color to describe form and
convey feeling. As seen in the comparisons to Rothko, by the 1950s Avery included a minimal
amount of figures while Frankenthaler removes them from the scene entirely.
Another Modernist painter who often used strong forms of color to communicate emotion
and energy was Dove. While Dove did not run in the social circles of the Abstract
Expressionists, there is no doubt that his work had an impact on the proceeding generation. Dove
exhibited alongside artists like Georgia O’Keeffe (1887-1986) and Marin at photographer Alfred
Stieglitz’s (1864-1946) 291 gallery in New York City. Nature in Abstraction, the Whitney’s
show, featured Dove’s Nature Symbolized No.2 among works by artists such as Pollock, de
Kooning, and Gottlieb (fig. 1). In 1953, Robert Goldwater published an essay, “Arthur Dove: A
Pioneer of Abstract Expressionism,” in the journal Perspectives USA. According to Goldwater,
Dove may have painted his first abstract work as early as 1910.104 The timing of that work is
important, as Goldwater stated: “Such a detail is today an historical curiosity: it associates Dove
with pioneers like Kandinsky, and it is an added bit of evidence of his importance as an early
precursor of the dominant artistic direction of the mid-century.”105
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Landscapes were a popular subject in Dove’s works, and he created beautiful harmonies
of color on his canvas. Dove lived outside of the city, first Connecticut and later, Long Island,
and he often worked from his environment.106 Goldwater discussed Dove’s landscape works and
stated “this is the other component of his vision: a deep feeling for nature and a desire to
translate not so much its aspect or its analyzed structure, but its mood and impact.”107 Color Field
painting seemed to be a natural progression of Dove’s work, as Agee claimed, “Dove’s sense of
the land and space, as well as the crackling forces of natural phenomena like lightning and rain
… are a virtual prototype for later colour field abstractions.”108
This progression can be seen when comparing some of Dove’s works to Gottlieb’s
paintings. Beginning in the late 1950s and lasting until his death in 1974, Gottlieb worked on his
‘Burst’ series, which typically featured a red circular mass in the upper portion of the canvas and
at times a mass of another color in the bottom field of the painting. Gottlieb could be said to have
merged the ideologies of both Action and Color Field painting. These ‘bursts’ resemble some of
Dove’s earlier landscapes. For example, Dove’s Sunrise and his Sunrise III seem to inform
Gottlieb’s Heat Wave (figs. 48-50). Sunrise shows a series of layered semi-circles. Each shape is
filled with a monochromatic color scheme – starting with white, adding grades of color such
yellow, blue, and red, and finishing with a black outline. Dove eloquently captures the stillness
and the calm of the rising sun. In Sunrise III, Dove gives us a much darker setting. Deep purples
and blues form outlines around the bright yellow sun in the center of the painting. Gottlieb seems
to channel Dove’s sunrise paintings in Heat Wave. Layers of ochre paint fill the canvas. A bright
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red circle rests in the top right corner of the canvas. Shades of dark and light orange radiate from
the red circle. The viewer can feel the warmth that emanates from Heat Wave.
Like Gottlieb, Theodoros Stamos (1922-1997) seemed to be inspired by Dove’s use of
color. Evidence of this connection can be seen in Stamos’ early work, such as The Fallen Fig
from 1949 (fig. 51). Stamos creates a biomorphic form in the center of the canvas, surrounded by
oval rings of color. An inner circle of dark blue radiates into a lighter blue and white, from there,
the ring turns to red, then back to white in the top left corner and dark blue in the top right
corner. The colors have a muted energy and recall some of the earth’s natural tones like the red
shades of the ground and the dark blue tones of the midnight sky. Dove’s Sunrise III also looks
to the night’s sky. Sunrise III is comprised of circular rings and cool tones – blues, greens, and
purples. In the center of Dove’s Sunrise III is a bright yellow sun surrounded by a white light. In
The Fallen Fig, Stamos seems to be looking to Dove for notes on both color and style. Both
paintings use a central geometric form to steal the viewer’s attention while they allow for
separate and distinct color forms to carry energy through to the outer edges of the canvas.
For Dove, the contrast between light and dark serves as a way to command the viewer’s
attention. Our eyes are often drawn in to a central figure on Dove’s canvases. High Noon,
painted in1944, is no exception (fig. 52). A brown circle sits at the top of the canvas surrounded
by a bright yellow diamond that overwhelms the canvas. Dark blue, black, and dark green paint
seem to emanate from this diamond figure. At the lower edge of the canvas is a rectangle made
up of light brown on the bottom and yellow at the top. In front of the rectangle are two brown,
thick lines. Our eyes are directed to this burst of sunlight amidst a dark sky. By keeping to dark
and muted colors throughout the canvas, the beaming yellow light emits a feeling of hope and
beauty brought on by the energy of the sun. This ability to provoke emotion through bright
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colors reminds one of Rothko’s canvases. Rothko’s 1968 Untitled possesses a similar energy
and, in fact, when compared to Dove’s High Noon, one can read it in a new light (fig. 53).
Untitled is filled with a warm orange paint. In the top center of the canvas is a bright yellow,
beneath it is a red-orange rectangle. The canvas radiates with energy and, when viewing it next
to High Noon, one can read the bright yellow upper rectangle as a sun making its way above the
sky. Dove gives the viewer a minimal amount of form to tell the story and, two decades later,
Rothko removes any trace of a figure. Form is no longer needed in order to understand the
composition – the artist is free to tell a story strictly through the use of color.
Dove’s desire to paint landscapes was aided by his rural surroundings. The Abstract
Expressionists were equally affected by their environment. Gorky’s work took a somewhat
dramatic turn once he left New York City and spent time in the countryside. In the early 1940s,
Gorky spent months in Virginia and Connecticut. During that time and until his death, Gorky
almost exclusively made landscapes the subject of his work. Both Dove and Gorky used strong
color contrasts and organic, biomorphic figures to portray landscapes. Evidence of this similarity
can be found in their works on the same subject – Dove’s Waterfall of 1925 and Gorky’s
Waterfall of 1943 (figs. 54, 5). In Dove’s Waterfall, black, grey, and dark green forms seem to
move around the canvas, rising up from the edge to form white caps. These color forms
intertwine like the waves of the ocean during high tide. Dove is able to give the sense of constant
motion through thick brushstrokes and smooth, blended transitions of dark to light color. In
Gorky’s Waterfall, dark greens and browns mix with bright yellows, reds, and whites. Thin
traces of line dance their way around the canvas. These strong colors make up ambiguous forms
that bleed into one another. While one might not be able to identify Gorky’s figures, all this is
very much seeming. As Gorky scholar, Harry Rand explained, “Gorky’s work seemed to be an
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abstraction while it communicated the authority of representation.”109 This is not unlike Dove’s
practice. Both artists use color and obscure forms to express a specific location. In their
waterfalls, Dove and Gorky recreate the spirit and the intensity of the rushing water through
clashing colors and forms.
While European modernism is typically given sole credit for inspiring the Abstract
Expressionists, that is certainly not the full story. When we look to the numerous references to
landscapes that are made throughout the genre, we can begin to see how this body of work fits
into the American art canon. It can be difficult to claim that the Abstract Expressionists looked to
the work of the Hudson River School artists but they certainly had similar aims that were
inspired by the American landscape. Although the Abstract Expressionists did look to the
European avant-garde, we can see the influence of artists like Ryder and Modernists such as
Marin, Avery, and Dove, who helped to introduce abstract art to the American audience through
public exhibitions. When we consider the Abstract Expressionist painters, it is clear that they are
the heirs not only to European modernists but also to the American traditions that preceded them.
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Chapter Three: Abstract Expressionist Landscapes

Arshile Gorky (1904-1948), Jackson Pollock (1912-1956), Willem de Kooning (1904-1997),
Mark Rothko (1903-1970), and Helen Frankenthaler (1928-2011) were some of the leading
artists of the Abstract Expressionist genre. At times, each of these artists referenced landscape
themes in their work – some worked from nature for a brief period of time, others would frequent
the subject throughout their career. Some artists, like Gorky, de Kooning, and Frankenthaler,
discussed the influence of landscapes on their work, while Pollock and Rothko stayed quiet on
the subject. There are instances where the artist may not have intended to represent a landscape,
however, it often seemed to end up on the canvas. While these artists did not typically depict
landscapes through representational forms, they aimed to recreate nature through other means the scale of their canvases, the rhythm of their brushstrokes, or their use of color, as certain
colors symbolized particular elements in nature. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, many of these
artists moved from their Manhattan studios to more rural areas and some, like Pollock, even
painted outdoors. The change to their surroundings may have influenced their work. Many of
these works evoke immediate visual associations to landscapes, and it is important to analyze
them closely.
Landscapes were an important source of inspiration for Gorky. He once described nature
as something “which feels in its very unfeelingness."110 In the 1940s and towards the end of his
life, Gorky focused on landscape painting while he spent time away from New York City and in
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the rural areas of Virginia and Connecticut. His time in the country recalled the memories of his
childhood in the Armenian village of Van, which he was forced to flee at a young age. After
spending most of his adult life studying the Old Masters and the earlier generation of Modern
artists, it was ultimately Gorky’s time in nature that brought him into his own style, as scholar
Edith Devaney claimed:
He had the freedom to connect not only with the natural world around him but
also with his own emotions, his memories, and his intellect. The engagement with
nature afforded Gorky the opportunity to assimilate the information gleaned from
his long period of study, to recalibrate his focus, to switch gear, to let the artistic
thinking and practice of others recede and allow his own to come to the fore.111
Gorky’s landscape work began in the twenties when he was painting in the style of Paul
Cézanne (1839-1906). Later in his life he would return to landscape subjects with his series of
three “Garden in Sochi” paintings. Garden in Sochi from 1943 shows a structured space (fig. 55).
A white and grey background hosts a group of seemingly ambiguous figures. Bright yellows,
greens, reds, and blues fill the forms that appear to be flowers, leaves, and a tree trunk. All of the
figures are contained in the center of the canvas so that the white and grey background is
dominant. In Garden in Sochi, Gorky suggests a controlled area of nature.
This series was inspired by the memories of Gorky’s father’s garden. Although he draws
what appear to be ambiguous forms, each figure is specific to the artist. Unlike some Abstract
Expressionists, Gorky does not aim to translate a universal feeling or memory for the viewer.
The sources of Gorky’s images are always personal as Harry Rand, author of Arshile Gorky: The
Implications of Symbols, stated: “Gorky did not revert to the vagaries of the subconscious and
thereby produces hybrid forms. If works such as The Garden in Sochi series suggest universality,
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it results from his having begun with very meaningful particulars; he loosened his paintings’
focus only when he gained mastery and familiarity with a theme.”112
By the time Gorky painted his 1943 Garden in Sochi, he had been working on the theme
for two years, giving credit to Rand’s theory that Gorky’s figures appeared more ambiguous as
he became more proficient in the subject. Putting the figures aside, landscapes will always be a
universal subject. Devaney wrote about this aspect of Gorky’s “Garden in Sochi” series in the
publication Ardent Nature: Arshile Gorky landscapes 1943-47 and highlighted one’s ability to
control the landscape in an enclosed space, such as a garden: “Breaking out of this limited view
of contained nature commenced Gorky’s engagement with that which belongs to everyone – the
landscape.”113
In 1943, Gorky and his family spent the summer at his in-laws’ home in Lincoln,
Virginia, at Crooked Run Farm. While he was there, Gorky made a series of delicate pastel
drawings that depict the country scenery. Scholar Jim Jordan discussed this “Virginia landscape”
series and stated, "James Johnson Sweeney [art critic and curator] reported the following spring
[of 1943] that Gorky said he had begun to "look into the grass." The product, Sweeney
continued, "was a series of monumentally drawn details of what one might see in the heavy
August Grass...a new vocabulary of forms, on which he is at present drawing for a group of large
oil paintings."114 Gorky’s time in Virginia was very productive, as Devaney stated, “Gorky
reconnected with the landscape, first tending the garden and walking, and then sitting with his
drawing board for many hours each day, interrogating the nature around him and producing over
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one hundred drawings. This physical engagement with nature was key; acquainting himself with
it, adjusting to it after life in New York.”115
Virginia Landscape is a subtle depiction of a landscape (fig. 56). Just as with Garden in
Sochi, Gorky leaves most of this paper white. He draws strong, black lines to outline each form.
An oval at the top left of the paper may depict a pond and a triangle form in the center left may
symbolize a mountain. Various other forms dance around the paper possibly depicting fish, as
can be seen in the curved oblong figure with a tail that seems to be jumping in the top left corner,
or flowers as can possibly be found in the series of circular shapes in the center right that connect
together and at times are filled with shades of blue. Bursts of color – oranges, yellows, pinks,
greens, and blues, are drawn throughout the paper although they do not appear to describe the
form, in fact, in many instances the colors seem to be independent from the figures. In addition
to the figures, Gorky includes lines throughout the plane to indicate both form and movement,
like the half circles in the top right corner that may indicate hills or the vertical series of lines in
the bottom left that might depict rows of crops.
Another example of this series is Untitled (Virginia Landscape) (fig. 57). Gorky draws
bright bursts of strong color that leap across the paper. At times the colors fill the forms and at
other times the colors act as the form. A range of colors are used to describe the landscape oranges, browns, pinks, blues, greens, browns, yellows, and purples. Lines and ambiguous forms
outlined in black fill the paper. Some of the figures are recognizable - there is a sun in the top
center and what appears to be a jellyfish in the bottom center of the paper. Untitled (Virginia
Landscape) contains a wide variety of colors and exquisite forms that blend together to create a
lovely harmony, which is not unlike a scene that can be found in nature itself.
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By 1945, Gorky and his family settled in Sherman, Connecticut, and while he continued
to work on landscapes, it was during this time that he returned to interior scenes. In Landscape
Table, Gorky combines both the interior and the exterior (fig. 58). Bright yellow fills the canvas
while the figures throughout the center are lightly outlined in shades of grey. Thin, black lines
are used to articulate some of the forms. We can see what appears to be a table in the center of
the canvas and a few squares in the top area of the plane that perhaps describe windows – one of
the squares has a figure in the center, the other is filled with black paint. These squares may be
windows – the open square may hold a view of the outdoors as the figure may be a plant or the
top of a tree, and the closed square may be a window with its shades drawn. On top of the table
is a figure that resembles a lamp – it is mushroom-shaped, filled with yellow paint, and resting
on a triangle. To the upper right of this form are two ovals, one inside the other - the inner oval is
filled with black paint and together these forms appear to be an eye. Surrounding this eye figure
is a series of unidentifiable shapes with small area of teal and red paint. This collection of forms
may depict a person sitting at a table.
Although Gorky leaves plenty of room for the interpretation of these forms, one can read
this painting as a scene of a person at a kitchen table. The bright yellow paint that covers the
canvas seems to represent the sun, the source of all life, the joy of the day. One cannot help but
feel energized by the impact of this color, which beams throughout the house. Gorky’s yellow
overwhelms the canvas and helps to bring the painting alive. Rand described the theme of this
painting as “the celebration of his own new family,” citing Gorky’s feelings of fulfillment with
his settled home life.116 When examining Landscape Table, Rand explained an interpretation of
Gorky’s forms, “In Gorky’s work of this period we can behold but not grasp, even visually, the
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substance of the figures, just as we cannot in dreams where loved ones dematerialize fleetingly.
Entities in these paintings can be located but the depictions are far too fragile to bear the freight
of personality.”117 Curator Ethel Schwabacher discussed Gorky’s possible intention behind the
figures in the exhibition catalogue for the Whitney Museum of American Art’s 1957 show,
Arshile Gorky: “His work, like a reflection in a mirror, contains all the features of reality but
favors essence rather than matter.”118 While Landscape Table includes elements of an interior, it
is the references to the elements of nature, most glaring the presence of the sun, that help to
enliven this painting. Perhaps Gorky is emphasizing the positive impact that nature has had on
his home life, as well as his artistic output.
A fire broke out in Gorky’s Connecticut studio in January of 1946. The fire destroyed
approximately twenty-seven paintings as well as many drawings and Gorky’s book collection.
Gorky was left despondent by the loss of his work. In March of that year, Gorky was diagnosed
with colon cancer and underwent a colostomy. After that, Gorky spent more of his time working
from his studio in Roxbury, Virginia. According to Jordan:
For the most part, 1946 was devoted to drawing, as Gorky worked again at the
farm in Virginia, recovering from his operation and gathering his artistic forces as
well. This was another period of incredible energy, during which he produced (as
he wrote his sister Vartoosh) 292 drawings. These Virginia drawings, paralleling
those of previous summers, formed the basis for Gorky’s style of 1947.119
It was after this period, in 1947, when Gorky created his monumental drawing Summation,
which pulls the viewer in with its nuanced color palette and ambiguous figures (fig. 59). While it
might tempt the viewer to immediately construct a narrative in this drawing, it is the
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overwhelming size and haunting shades of grey that establish the scene within it. Summation
gives us a close-up of the quiet moments in nature. After examining the many linear forms on
paper, the drawing reveals itself as an environment filled with plants, birds, and insects. The total
composition is lightly covered with charcoal, which gives it a haunting presence.
Gorky demonstrates control with his use of line. By creating both soft and strong strokes
with the pencil that bend and straightened to contrast with areas of heavily applied charcoal and
short highlights of pastel over the enormous paper, Gorky invites the viewer into his beautiful
world that subtly balances feelings of both calm and energy. At a size of over six by eight feet,
the enormity of the canvas helps to recreate the feeling of being a small figure in a vast
landscape. Recalling Gorky’s comment about looking “into the grass,” in Summation, it appears
he discovered a world full of movement as the canvas is filled with plants, birds, and insects that
appear to be engaging in a flutter of activity.120 To Devaney’s point, Gorky’s landscape had
indeed blossomed from a controlled area in 1943 to one of liberation by 1947.
Gorky championed working from nature. His studies of the landscape helped him to find
his voice and had a tremendous impact on his career. While many of the Abstract Expressionists
would make references to landscapes in their work, not every artist was as forthcoming with the
source of their inspiration. Hans Hofmann and Jackson Pollock had a famous exchange regarding
the subject of landscapes. Fellow artist and Pollock’s wife, Lee Krasner, sat down with Dorothy
Seckler to be interviewed for the Archives of American Art at The Smithsonian Institution in
Washington D.C in November of 1964. During this interview, Krasner described an encounter
between Hofmann and Pollock. Krasner, who studied under Hofmann, had worked from nature
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at the start of her career.121 She brought Hofmann to meet Pollock and view his work. At one
point, Hofmann asked Pollock, “Do you work from nature?”122 To which Pollock replied, “I am
nature.”123 In response, Hofmann said, “Ah, but if you work by heart, you will repeat
yourself.”124
Pollock somewhat denied his interest in landscapes when he declared, “I am Nature.”125
For Pollock, artists did not need to look to outside influences for inspiration. As he once stated,
“The thing that interests me is that today painters do not have to go to a subject matter outside of
themselves. Most modern painters work from a different source. They work from within.”126 For
Pollock, however, his surroundings seemed to have influenced his psyche as there are plenty of
references to sea and land in his paintings. While Pollock did not reference landscapes
exclusively, the subject did occasionally appear in his work throughout his career. Krasner and
Pollock had moved out of the city and into the rural hamlet of Springs in East Hampton, New
York in 1945. After the move, Pollock would often take to painting outside and shortly
thereafter, we begin to see the influence of nature in his work. In 1948, the paintings in Pollock’s
first solo exhibition at the Betty Parsons Gallery had a theme around the four elements – air, fire,
earth, and water. The show also gave Pollock an opportunity to display his “all-over” drip
technique where he famously worked over an un-stretched canvas on the floor and painted from
all four sides of the medium.
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Pollock’s exhibition at the Betty Parsons Gallery featured seventeen of his paintings,
including his 1947 Reflection of the Big Dipper (fig. 60). It is not hard to imagine that Pollock
drew inspiration from the night’s sky. While in Manhattan one might not have many
opportunities to star gaze since the bright city lights are too blinding, the tiny hamlet of Springs
offered a view of the full night’s sky. Although Pollock claimed he did not look to elements
outside of himself, his surroundings seemed to be reflected in this painting. Primary colors –
yellow, blue, and traces of red are thrown down on the canvas with a scattering of black lines
that seem to cover them. One can imagine resting under the night’s sky and finding some of
Pollock’s colors and patterns. The mix of blue and black reflect the areas of the night’s sky –
areas where the stars illuminate to reveal a blue plane and moments of total darkness that appear
black. Yellow might reference the stars, and the red may refer to the sun that might have recently
retreated.
Another painting featured in Pollock’s debut at Betty Parsons’ gallery was
Phosphorescence (fig. 34). This painting lives up to its name with moments of yellow and silver
paint that sparkle and create flashes of light up and down the canvas. While there are drips of
black, blue, white, and yellow, the canvas is covered almost entirely in grey paint. At this time in
his career, Pollock was developing his ‘drip’ technique and he started working with house paint.
In Phosphorescence, the aluminum commercial paint helps to create these subtle bursts of light.
It is not hard to imagine Pollock taking his view of the grey ocean onto this canvas. The
light that dances along the surface is similar to the twinkle in the waves when they reflect the
light from the boats at dusk, or the flitter of schools of fish that scamper beneath the water and
occasionally scratch the surface. Francis V. O'Connor, author of Addison Gallery of American
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Art: 65 Years, A Selective Catalogue, discussed how Pollock’s East Hampton environment
influenced this work:
Krasner recalled one dramatic natural phenomenon that frightened her but
fascinated Pollock: the strands of phosphorescence that sometimes drifted eerily
over the wetlands between their property and Accabonic Creek beyond. We know
also that Pollock had learned the trick of inducing phosphorescent effects by
passing his hands over wet sand—"painting in light," as it were. So he must have
liked associating these somewhat uncanny natural occurrences with a picture
covered with dazzling silver and flashes of brilliant white. He may also have
thought of the irony of inducing light from wetness and of the parallel with paint,
which surrenders moisture to image, as here in this beautiful work.127
Pollock’s choice of paint colors not only captures the movement of light brought on by nature
but they stand as symbols for the landscape itself. While water is often described as blue in
paintings, the East Coast Ocean is dark and grey is a more accurate depiction. Standing in front
of the Atlantic Ocean, Pollock would have seen a body of grey water. As representational form
was no longer needed for the Abstract Expressionists to depict a scene, Pollock evoked the
energy and the specifics of his environment through the use of color and line. Grey paint is used
to represent the ocean while the lines of silver paint that zig and zag across the canvas help to
create the appearance of phosphorescence.
Pollock would revisit the subject of the ocean more directly towards the end of his career.
In his 1953 Ocean Greyness, Pollock makes the connection between the color grey and the
Atlantic Ocean apparent (fig. 2). A sea of dark grey paint covers the canvas while swirls of
yellow, red, green, and black peer out from beneath the murky waves. The painting looms large
at nearly six feet by seven and a half feet. By employing a substantially sized canvas, Pollock
overwhelms the viewer with this image of the sea. Its scale reminds one that they take up just a
small part of the world and they are certainly no match for the enormous scale and strength of the
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ocean. It is clear by both the colors and title of Ocean Greyness that Pollock used grey to depict
the sea. Within the circles of color are a few drawings of eyes that stare out at the viewer.
Perhaps Pollock was referencing his own reflection by both the use of color and eyes, or he may
have been hinting at the rambunctious aquatic life that lives just below the surface.
One year after Pollock painted Phosphorescence and Reflection of the Big Dipper, he
created Summertime: Number 9A (fig. 61). The sheer size of the canvas reminds one of the long
stretch of a shoreline. Pollock’s affinity for working on a large scale added to the viewer’s
experience. As Hunter explained, these paintings “introduce a radical new factor of projection
into the spectator’s environment, with obvious affinities to Monet’s late, enveloping water
landscapes. Their sheer physical expanse manages to erase the boundaries between the sphere of
the work of art and the space that the audience occupies.”128 Bright yellows and blues appear
among the drips and drapes of black lines that zip throughout the painting to create a pulse. In
many ways, Summertime: Number 9A embodies the essence of the season – it radiates an
excitable spirit. Summertime: Number 9A displays both order, with its color pattern and a
rhythmic line, and chaos in its seemingly frenzied brushstrokes.
In October of 1950, Pollock painted Autumn Rhythm (Number 30) (fig. 32). At almost
nine feet by over seventeen feet, Pollock engulfs the viewer in this scene and reminds one of the
many murals painted in the United States during the first half of the nineteenth century. Autumn
Rhythm (Number 30)’s title, the time of year that it was painted, and its colors all suggest that
Pollock was inspired by his current environment. While standing in front of the painting, one can
imagine being immersed in the autumnal gusts of wind that bring with it a flurry of decaying,
brown leaves. Brown, black, white, and teal brushstrokes cover the canvas and whip around the
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plane in a frenzy. The unprimed canvas has a brown tint to it, which adds to the overall color
scheme. Pollock’s use of brown reminds one of the colors of the changing season, as the bright
colors of the summer plants quickly fade, becoming brown and brittle. Again, Pollock uses size,
color, and line to recreate a natural environment. Just as one is surrounded by nature, the
immense scale of the painting gives the impression that the viewer is surrounded by the scene.
Not only are the colors reminiscent of the fall season but the gestural brushstrokes that run
throughout the canvas give the painting a pulse, not unlike the natural rhythms of the wind.
Pollock’s friend and artistic rival, de Kooning, was more vocal about what inspired his
work. While Pollock had success with the rhythmic, gestural brushstrokes of his ‘drip technique,’
de Kooning’s work typically featured thick, dense coats of paint and was often figural. During
the mid-fifties, de Kooning made regular trips away from New York City and in the rural area of
East Hampton. He eventually moved to the area in the sixties. After gaining success in the early
fifties with his “Woman” series, de Kooning turned to abstract landscapes. The change in his
environment may have inspired his work. De Kooning discussed this change: "The pictures done
since the Women, they're emotions, most of them. Most of them are landscapes and highways
and sensations of that, outside the city, or coming from it."129 In 1956, de Kooning introduced
this change in style with a group of cityscapes for his show at the Sidney Janis Gallery in New
York City. Art critic Thomas Hess referred to this group of paintings as “abstract urban
landscapes.”130
One of the paintings featured in de Kooning’s 1956 Sidney Janis Gallery show was
Easter Monday (fig. 62). The title of this painting refers to the day that de Kooning completed
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the work, which also happened to be the opening day of the exhibition. Easter Monday towers
over the viewer at eight feet tall by over six feet wide. Thick, gestural brushstrokes of grey, blue,
peach, green, and yellow fill the canvas. De Kooning paints straight lines that move in horizontal
and vertical directions giving the impression of a grid, which is reminiscent of the streets of
Manhattan. At times, the brushstrokes seem to have been applied in haste, and, at other times,
they seem to have been applied slowly as the paint appears dense. Through de Kooning’s choices
in color and line, Easter Monday appears gritty and reminds one of the energy of the city with
the grey resembling the concrete streets and the yellow flashes of paint that seems to mimic the
taxi cabs that zip around town. Mark Stevens and Annalyn Swan discussed this painting in their
book, de Kooning: An American Master: “Easter Monday could still evoke the mean streets: it
was built upon a grid pushed and twisted by a slashing brush, conveying an impression of the
kaleidoscopic jumpiness of the city.”131 In Easter Monday, de Kooning captures the look and,
most importantly, the feel of the city.
Four years later, de Kooning produced Door to the River (fig. 63). In the early 1960s, de
Kooning bought property in Springs, East Hampton, New York, and began building a home.
Door to the River may represent this transitional time in the artist’s life, as Stevens and Swan
claimed: “During the early 1960s, de Kooning became a man possessed by two contrasting
visions of the world: one full of life, the other of despair. He began to dream of leaving New
York City and building a studio-home on the land he bought near the sea.”132
At over six feet tall and nearly six feet wide, Door to the River, stands at about the height
of a door, perhaps to invite the viewer in. Stevens and Swan explained the symbolism of de
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Kooning’s door, “For a restless man returning wearily to New York, a door was naturally a
powerful symbol, a rectangle suggesting both an opening and a closing of possibilities.” 133 Door
to the River is filled with thick, heavy brushstrokes of white, yellow, pink, grey, and blue. Some
of the bright colors, like yellow and pink, suggest openness and an invitation to come forward,
while the dark grey lines seem to block the way and push the viewer back. De Kooning’s
expressive brushstrokes seem to create a tension in Door to the River. Perhaps this tension has
something to do with the artist’s state of mind – his body continuing to run through the motions
of the hustle and bustle of the city while his mind dreams of a life surrounded by the calm of
nature.
After de Kooning officially moved to Springs, he continued to work with landscape
subject matter. Although he painted many abstract landscapes at this time, de Kooning never left
his figurative subjects behind. For de Kooning, the difference between the figurative and abstract
styles was inconsequential, as he felt that those distinctions were left up to the critics and
historians.134 As the female figure was one of de Kooning’s most frequented subjects, he began
to merge that theme with images of the landscape during his time in Long Island, as Stevens and
Swan explained: “de Kooning, always intensely responsive to his surroundings, began making
pictures in which the female figure and the countryside mingled so intimately that they became
almost inseparable.”135
This merge of styles is well represented in his 1964 painting Woman, Sag Harbor (fig.
64). Again, for de Kooning there was little difference between the figure of a woman and an
abstract landscape: “She was the environment; she was the fleshy brushstroke. The landscape is
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in the woman…and there is Woman in the Landscapes.” 136 Standing at over six feet tall, Woman,
Sag Harbor displays a burst of bright colors – thick brushstrokes of yellow, pink, and white fill
the vertical plane. At the top of the picture is a face that more closely resembles an animal, such
as a horse, than it does a human. Pink is used to describe the flesh of the figure and the body
form appears to lay splayed on the ground. Surrounding the top half of the figure are yellow and
beige paints that perhaps describe the sand, at the bottom half of the figure is mostly white paint
with hints of brown, pink, green, and grey, possibly resembling the white caps of the ocean
waves.
Four years after Door to the River, de Kooning decided to use a literal door as his canvas
for Woman, Sag Harbor. While de Kooning would continue to paint on doors for a series of
works, Woman, Sag Harbor would be the first time he experimented with the medium. De
Kooning used discarded doors that he found during the construction of his studio in Springs –
using elements of his country life as the foundation of his paintings, demonstrating that he was
not only inspired by the sights of his new home but also by the materials.137 Using a door as a
canvas has a metaphorical reference too – de Kooning is opening the door to a new world, a
fresh start. Additionally, the material was not easy to work with - several layers of paint had to
be applied and de Kooning had to sand each application to a smooth surface.138 This process of
constantly building paint onto the surface and then sanding it down can be felt in the painting as
it may have added to the flatness of the forms.
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Although we can recognize a female figure on the plane, the blurred brushstrokes create a
murky appearance. This cloudy imagery gives the impression that this figure is near water –
either lying on top of it or underneath it. It is possible that de Kooning had water in mind when
he painted Woman, Sag Harbor, as he stated that same year: “Now I go on my bicycle down to
the beach and search for a new image of the landscape. And I love the puddles. When I see a
puddle, I stare into it. Later, I don’t paint a puddle, but the image it calls up within me. All the
images inside are from nature anyway.”139 The female figure in Woman, Sag Harbor seems to
blend into the earth. Through the overlapping layers of paint colors that shape flat, twodimensional forms, de Kooning gives the viewer the impression that there is little to separate the
body and the land.
De Kooning continued to work on landscape subjects throughout his career. In the midseventies, he focused his attention on the luster of the ocean. Stevens and Swan discussed this
particular body of work:
De Kooning’s immediate inspiration was the watery landscape of the Springs,
especially at Louse Point. His loose curving brushstrokes captured the free play of
the water, light, and sky. “He said that he was really intrigued with the way all of
those colors would reflect off the surface of the water, and how the forms would
emerge and dissolve,” said [Joan] Levy. “It provided a huge supply of
possibilities for paintings.140
Similarly to Gorky, living in an area surrounded by water may have reminded de Kooning of his
homeland in the city of Rotterdam, Europe’s largest seaport. De Kooning’s 1977 North Atlantic
Light (Untitled XVIII) is a stunning example of his study of the water (fig. 65). Heavy coats of
paint fill the canvas. Thick layers of white, blue, yellow, peach, pink, and red seem to be applied
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haphazardly, with each layer of color competing for the viewer’s attention. This competition
between colors is similar to the way reflections of light may bounce among the waves, equally
dizzying though completely captivating. North Atlantic Light (Untitled XVIII)’s composition has
movement and mimics the motion of light that dances across the rocky waves of the ocean.
While at times, the paint colors blend together, they also stand out in distinct patches. De
Kooning seems to use color to reference form – blue for the water, yellow for the sand, white for
the white caps of the ocean, pink for the sky at dusk. The artist’s application of paint adds to the
scene as it appears damp and invites the viewer to take a dive into the canvas. Again, de
Kooning’s brushstrokes and layers of color inspire a movement and energy across the canvas,
much like the dynamism found in nature.
Counter to de Kooning’s use of gestural brushstrokes and thick layers of a variety of
paint colors was Mark Rothko’s practice of painting landscape scenes through expansive planes
of flat, solid color. This practice was not new, as Agee stated “Connections to the cosmos
abound in American landscapes and are often created by strong color.”141 One aspect that set
Rothko apart from his predecessors, however, was rather than use color to describe the form,
color was the form itself. His signature use of color across a large canvas can be read in a
multitude of ways. Minimalist artist Brice Marden (b. 1938) gave an interview for the magazine
Tate Etc. where he discussed his interpretation of Rothko’s paintings: “There’s also the kind of
landscape idea that you can associate with certain aspects of Rothko, although we never think of
him as painting the landscape. But, then again, I think Rothko is the ultimate
landscape painter.”142
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When it came to Rothko’s interpretation of his own work, however, he focused on the
experience and the effect that his paintings had on the viewer rather than the subject matter: “I do
not believe that there was ever a question of being abstract or representational … It is really a
matter of ending this silence and solitude, of breathing and stretching one’s arms again.”143 As
Rothko gained more success for his abstract blocks of color, he made all interpretation even
more elusive, as James E.B. Breslin, author of Mark Rothko: A Biography, stated:
If someone praised the sensual beauty of his paintings, Rothko pointed to their
spirituality; but if someone else hinted at spiritual properties, he defined himself
as an earthly materialist. It is as if almost any verbal response, and naming of his
work made Rothko uneasy. He wished the self displayed in his works to remain
elusive, free, hard to fix; and he wanted to feel that he was still, despite success,
“resisting the suction of the shopkeeping mentalities,” not to mention the critical,
curatorial, and art historical mentalities.144
Rothko did, however, give instructions on viewing his work and proclaimed that his paintings
should be viewed from a distance of 18 inches, perhaps to let the size and the color flood the
viewer and allow for a transcendent experience.145 Again, Rothko focused on the emotional
effect of his work as he stated, “I’m interested only in expressing basic human emotions –
tragedy, ecstasy, doom, and so on – and the fact that lots of people break down and cry when
confronted with my pictures shows that I communicate those basic human emotions.”146
Rothko’s work communicated many emotions and, at times, he was able to impact the
viewers through abstract paintings that seem to represent landscapes. Actually, Rothko did
indeed work with representational landscape subjects in the beginning of his career. Not only did
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he work on a variety of landscape subjects while studying with Avery, some of his landscapes
from the twenties demonstrate an intense study of Marin as well.147 In fact, Rothko’s
“Multiform” series from the late forties may have built a bridge between his interest in landscape
subjects and his Color Field abstractions. As discussed previously, Rothko’s “Multiform” series
show a clear resemblance to Marin’s landscape work, as can been seen when comparing Marin’s
Weehawken Sequence to Rothko’s Untitled (figs. 37-38).
One example of Rothko’s possible abstract landscape paintings is No. 1 (1949), which
appeared in Rothko’s first solo exhibition at the Betty Parsons Gallery in 1950 (fig. 66). It is a
classic example of his color field style. With a height of over six and a half feet, No. 1 (1949)
holds a stirring presence. A rust color runs throughout the canvas with a large square block at the
bottom and an outline to a yellow square block on the top. In the center of the canvas is a block
of blue paint with patches of orange and an outline of black. No. 1 (1949) creates its own
atmosphere. The center block of the canvas could be an aerial view of a garden, or a field, or a
farm, and the sunny ambience of the warm colors that fill the top and bottom square invite us in.
Eight years after No. 1 (1949), Rothko painted No. 17, another abstraction that lends itself
to landscape subject matter (fig. 67). At nearly eight feet tall by six feet wide, No. 17 is covered
in shades of blue and green. In the background of the color blocks in the center of the canvas is a
light blue paint. A large green square hovers at the top of the painting. Beneath the patch of
green is a line of bright blue and beneath that line is a rectangle of teal with light shades of
reddish brown mixed in. It is not hard to view the painting as an aerial view of a body of water,
such as a lake. The green paint may represent the grass, the blue may represent a lake, and the
reddish brown paint on the opposite end of the canvas could represent the dirt beneath the water.
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Blue, the most dominant paint color on the canvas, has a calming energy and evokes a feeling of
tranquility. Since Rothko aimed to provoke an emotional response, it is possible that he was
trying to illicit serenity. This size of Rothko’s canvas helps to immerse the viewer in the scene
but it is the color that provides the subject matter. Rothko’s use of color not only triggers an
emotional response from the viewer, but it also serves as the form.
In the following decade, 1962, Rothko painted Blue and Grey (fig. 36). Another large
painting, at over six feet tall, Blue and Grey has a stirring presence. Just like Pollock, Rothko
may have used grey to represent the ocean. Grey may also stand in for the color of a gloomy sky.
In fact, Rothko may be articulating two different forms with the use of grey paint. A deep grey
fills the background of the color blocks. Resting over of this deep grey is a light grey square at
the top of the canvas and a navy blue rectangle at the bottom. The light grey may serve as the sky
on what may be a cloudy or rainy day. Beneath that form, the dark grey and navy blue may be
the colors of the ocean. Unlike the tranquil blues on No. 17, the paints that fill Blue and Grey
have an ominous and foreboding presence.
While Rothko avoided expressing an interpretation of his images, Frankenthaler was
more forthcoming in at least recognizing that forms may appear in her paintings. In the Nature in
Abstraction exhibition catalogue, Frankenthaler said that she did not set out to intentionally
represent a figure or a landscape, however, she did acknowledge that sometimes these images
made their way onto her canvas:
In the past couple of years, I have made paintings in which an animal shape or a
nose and mouth, numbers, apples, etc., appear as part of an otherwise totally
abstract picture. These images are not put down to be recognized for what they
are, nor are they surrealist. They seem to be spontaneous and necessary points of
departure, often disappearing completely, on and off, before the picture is
finished. As I say, I’m puzzled because I don’t have a fixed idea about this, and I
seem to find myself in something new in terms of nature. I think that, instead of
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nature or image, it has to do with spirit or sensation that can be related by a kind
of abstract projection.148
When we examine the breadth of Frankenthaler’s work, it becomes clear that many of her
paintings made some reference to landscapes, as artist and critic Fairfield Porter (1907-1975)
once said, “Whether abstract, done from nature, or remembered, her subject is usually horizontal
landscape.”149 Yet, again, Frankenthaler did not consider landscapes or nature in general to be
the focus of her work. In a 1989 interview, Frankenthaler stated, “I’m not protesting the
association, but the painting as a painting has no more to do with nature … than the greatest
Pollocks or Monets have to do with nature. Even the apples in a Cézanne primarily have little to
do with apples. Yes, of course, the references are there, but they are probably there in the best
late Mondrians as well.”150
A student of Hofmann, Frankenthaler was trained to sketch from nature. Following in
Pollock’s technique, Frankenthaler would lay the unprimed canvas on the ground and paint from
an aerial perspective. She heavily diluted her oil paints with turpentine so that they would absorb
the canvas and create a “soak stain,” which was a term she coined. This “soak stain” technique
would be adopted by artists like Kenneth Noland (1924-2010), Morris Louis (1912-1962), and
others. She first used this technique to create the masterpiece, Mountains and Sea (fig. 68),
which Agee referred to as “a marvel of modern landscape painting.”151
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Mountains and Sea was inspired by a trip Frankenthaler made to Nova Scotia.152 While in
Canada, she made many sketches and watercolors of the landscape en plein air.153 When it came
time to paint, however, Frankenthaler only used her memories as a reference, as she stated, “The
landscapes were in my arms as I did it,” certainly a tender sentiment to take to the canvas. 154 The
mindfulness with which Frankenthaler took to the Nova Scotia landscape and placed it onto her
canvas comes across quite beautifully. Towering at over seven by nearly ten feet, Mountains and
Sea seems to embrace the viewer and mimics the experience of standing within these elements of
nature. Thin paint created a luminous effect. Pale pinks, blues, greens, browns, and greys float
across the horizontal plane evoking a sense of water, grass, trees, and sky. Blue paint reoccurs
against the pinks and greens and gives the impression of waves rocking against the shore.
Frankenthaler gives the viewer a familiar and yet totally unique visual atmosphere.
Mountains and Sea is unequivocally a landscape painting. Not only does Frankenthaler
confirm this by stating Nova Scotia as its source and by the description of land in her title, but
the colors, size, and form lend themselves to nature. Frankenthaler looked to Pollock’s use of
line and color to convey mood and subject matter. She also looked to Pollock’s unprimed canvas
as a way to add to the overall aesthetic. In Mountains and Sea, the unprimed canvas serves as the
color palette for the mountains. Just as Pollock used color to represent form, so did
Frankenthaler. Unlike her contemporaries, Frankenthaler thinned out her paint and that opened
up her canvases and allowed for a lofty quality to her pictures. The mountains and the sea in
Frankenthaler’s monumental painting seem to be floating across the canvas. This characteristic
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aids in the feeling of a memory or a dream-like state, which is Frankenthaler’s source for this
work. Through the use of color, form, and a manipulation of the paint properties, Frankenthaler
evokes the memories of the land in Mountains and Sea. Since nature is something we all
experience, Frankenthaler’s subject matter might contribute to the work’s impact as it might be
inevitable that it would elicit a response from the viewer. Landscape subjects were an essential
and necessary source for Frankenthaler’s breakthrough.
Landscape subjects appeared in Frankenthaler’s paintings throughout her career.
Mountains and Sea was painted in 1952 and eleven years later, in 1963, Frankenthaler painted
The Bay (fig. 69). The painting is over six feet wide and six feet tall, and it engulfs the viewer
with an aerial glimpse of a bay. This was not a view that Frankenthaler would have been able to
sketch so we can imagine that this was created in the spontaneous nature that Frankenthaler
mentioned. It is hard to image, however, that Frankenthaler may not have had a fixed idea about
this picture since it seems to be so absolute in its depiction of a landscape. A broad stroke of grey
lies on the bottom of the canvas while coats of green paint rest above it; tan paint covers the top
of the plane. In the center of the canvas is the blue body of water. Frankenthaler perfectly
captures the inlet and the land that curves inward to surround the water. One can imagine the
grey concrete of the road that lies next to the green grass that eventually meets the sand of the
ocean.
In 1974, the following decade, Frankenthaler painted Ocean Drive West #1 (fig. 70). A
horizontal canvas that is nearly eight feet by twelve feet, Ocean Drive West #1 is covered almost
entirely in blue paint and evokes a serene energy. While soft shades of blue fill a majority of the
canvas, Frankenthaler added hints of orange and black. The brushstrokes run along the horizontal
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plane and mimic the calm waves of the sea. Frankenthaler made this painting while working on
the Shippan Point area of Stamford, Connecticut.155
The Museum of Modern Art held a retrospective on Frankenthaler in 1989. Ocean Drive
West #1 was included in the exhibition, and Frankenthaler commented on her inspiration for the
composition: "It was done there … but one is always someplace. On Ocean Drive West you are
always staring at horizon lines — horizon lines that vary."156 While she acknowledged that the
title of the painting reflects the specific location that she was in while she created it, she
explained that she was not trying to recreate a landscape: "I wasn't looking at nature or seascape
but at the drawing within nature —just as the sun or moon might be about circles or light and
dark.”157 Speaking to the curator of Helen Frankenthaler: A Paintings Retrospective, E.A.
Carmean, Frankenthaler went on to explain:
Anything that has beauty and provides order (rather than chaos or shock alone),
anything resolved in a picture (as in nature) gives pleasure — a sense of
Tightness, as in being one with nature. Once you are beyond the pain and effort,
finally there is something uplifting and pleasing in what you are being given. It is
an order familiar and new at the same time. Any successful picture —an abstract
work or a landscape — has a place and Tightness and an ability to last and grow.
It is not merely a matter of painting a tree, but of making a picture that works.158
So often, landscape subjects were the source of Frankenthaler’s effort to create a painting that
works. Certainly, Frankenthaler makes a strong point in that nature, like abstraction, has a sense
of timelessness, and there is something comforting about that notion.
For these Abstract Expressionists, connecting to nature was a way to connect with one’s
self. This genre focused on motion, natural shapes, color, and the gesture of the brushstroke,
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which gave way to the movements of the natural world and, therefore, the visual allusions to land
in this body of work should not be surprising. The sheer size of some of the canvases invokes the
feeling of standing within the all-encompassing breadth of nature. Color plays a strong role in
these references to landscapes – the grey of the ocean, yellow of the sun, or green of the grass.
These artists were also influenced by their surroundings. Some of these artists, like Gorky,
Pollock, and de Kooning turned to landscape subjects when they left the city and went to live and
work in the country. Some of these artists may not have been making a deliberate attempt to
represent land and sea but this imagery often appears. For artists like Gorky, landscape subjects
dominated their work for a distinct period of their life. Others, like Pollock, would turn to the
subject at times throughout their career. Artists like de Kooning, however, would fluctuate
between figurative and abstract landscapes and, at times, even merge the two styles. These five
artists, discussed together, demonstrate clearly that landscape in all its forms is an integral and
important part of Abstract Expressionism.
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